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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

1.1.1.

There are several transport issues in and around Malton and Norton which previous studies, such as
the Malton & Norton Infrastructure and Connectivity Improvements Study, have examined. One of
the key outputs of this study was the Internal Junction and Traffic Signal Study, which forms the
focus of current work.

1.1.2.

The Internal Junction and Traffic Signal Study looked in more detail at different options to improve
traffic, queuing and congestion, and modelled the impact on the transport network. Following this
work, a series of options have been developed by North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC),
consisting of:
¡ Technology changes at Butcher Corner junction; and
¡ Infrastructure changes at the Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction.

1.1.3.

These options and enhancements are intended to achieve the key scheme aims of better traffic
management, reduced queueing and congestion, and fewer delays on the road network. The
proposed scheme also includes junction enhancements, new pedestrian crossings to improve safety
and accessibility, and changes to existing road layouts.

1.1.4.

A public consultation exercise was required to further the proposed scheme. The consultation ran
from 29th March to 30th April 2021, and consisted of the following elements:
¡ An online survey (designed and hosted on Smart Survey platform) to gather resident views on the
proposed improvements, in addition to their perception of the current issues;
¡ A web page on the NYCC website providing more detailed scheme information, and linking to the
online survey;
¡ A physical leaflet, printed and distributed to addresses within the Malton Norton area, which
informed residents of the proposed scheme and key information, and invited them to take part in
the online survey1; and
¡ A press release and other light touch promotional support to promote the consultation activity and
drive traffic to the online survey.

1.1.5.

This document provides an overview of the responses received from the online survey, to
feed into further scheme development.

1

Paper copies were made available to residents on request.
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1.2

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION SUPPORT

1.2.1.

A range of marketing and communications tools were used to support the consultation exercise, and
drive traffic to the online survey:
¡ Press release – an NYCC press release was used at the start of the consultation period, and
uploaded to the NYCC website and dedicated web page for the Malton Norton scheme. WSP
provided support with press release development and copywriting.
¡ NYCC social media – official NYCC social media channels were used to promote the survey.
¡ Ryedale social media – as above, official Ryedale Council social media channels were also
used to promote the survey and consultation activity.
¡ Open North Yorkshire social media (promoted) – A promoted or ‘boosted’ post (paid
advertising) was used on the Open North Yorkshire Facebook page, a sustainable and active
travel page set up as part of the DfT Access Fund behaviour change project. The Facebook
Advertising platform was used to geo-target this post to individuals within the Malton Norton area.
¡ Leaflet – A scheme leaflet was designed, printed and distributed to residents within the Malton
Norton area, providing further information on the proposed scheme, and encouraging residents to
complete the online survey to share their views. WSP designed the leaflet and provided support
with printing and distribution strategy.

1.2.2.

The promoted Facebook post is shown below. Bold, clear iconography-style imagery was used,
aligning with other content on the Open North Yorkshire page, and supporting the messaging and
call to action; to follow the link and complete the online survey.
Figure 1-1 - Promoted Facebook post

1.2.3.

The promoted post delivered excellent results from a relatively small budget of £50.00, reaching
almost 5,000 people, delivering 974 engagements, 20 comments and 414 direct link clicks to the
online survey, playing a critical role in driving traffic to the online survey. The post also benefitted
from 11 shares, boosting organic (non-paid) coverage, and maximising awareness.
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2

RESPONSES

2.1

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

2.1.1.

A total of 339 responses were received to the Consultation – representing an excellent response
rate and signifying the level of community interest garnered towards the proposed improvements in
Malton and Norton. Social media also proved to be a critical promotional tool in driving traffic to the
online survey.

2.1.2.

Of the 339 responses that were received during the consultation period, all except three were
received via the online feedback form hosted on Smart Survey, accessed via social media or the
council website.

2.1.3.

Of all survey respondents:
¡ 126 people provided a comment in response to the question on the proposed technology
changes at the Butcher Corner junction.
¡ 171 people provided a comment in response to the question on the proposed infrastructure
changes at the Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction.

2.1.4.

The other three responses were received from stakeholders in letter format (not via the online
survey).

2.2

HOUSEHOLD ACCESS TO VEHICLES

2.2.1.

Respondents were asked whether they, or any members of their household, own or have continuous
use of any vehicles. This included car, bike/e-bike, van, and motorbike/scooter/moped.

2.2.2.

Figure 2-1 shows the number of respondents that said ‘yes’ in response to the question of what
vehicles they or members of their household own or have continuous access to. Out of the 336
survey respondents,
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

2.2.3.

329 said that they have access to a car (98%):
107 have access to a bike/e-bike (32%);
47 have access to a van (14%);
31 have access to a motorbike, scooter or moped (9%); and,
2 respondents said that they had no access to any vehicles (1%).

It should be noted that respondents could select more than one answer, so this is shown as a total
rather than a percentage. The data shows high car ownership, with almost all respondents having
access to a car. This is expected, given the rurality of the surrounding area.
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Figure 2-1 - Do you, or any members of your household, own or have continuous use of any
of the following?

2.3

CURRENT TRAVEL WITHIN MALTON AND NORTON TOWN CENTRE

2.3.1.

Respondents were asked how often they typically use each method of travel within Malton and
Norton Town Centre. As shown within Figure 2-2, there are a substantially greater proportion of
respondents that drive or walk within the Malton and Norton Town Centre, compared with those
cycling or using public transport:
¡
¡
¡
¡

312 said they travel by car at least once a week (93%);
251 walk at least once a week (75%);
87 travel by cycling at least once a week (26%); and,
22 use public transport at least once a week (7%).
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Figure 2-2 - How often do you typically use the following methods of travel within Malton and
Norton Town Centre?

2.3.2.

Respondents were asked to indicate their satisfaction with their journeys within the Malton Norton
Town Centre via each mode of travel. As shown in Figure 2-3, there is a relatively low level of
satisfaction with driving, cycling, and public transport with only 21%, 13%, and 16% of respondents
saying that they are satisfied with travel via these modes respectively. A notably higher level of
respondents indicated that they were satisfied with walking, with 45% of respondents satisfied.

2.3.3.

A relatively large proportion of respondents indicated that travel via specific modes was not
applicable to them, or that they were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with travel via the mode. This
is shown within Figure 2-3.

2.3.4.

A significant proportion of respondents indicated that they are dissatisfied with driving within the
Town Centre (57%), compared with notably lower levels indicating dissatisfaction with walking
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(24%), cycling (27%) and public transport (7%). This may be a result of the identified issues around
congestion, queueing and delays on the local road network, supporting the need for intervention in
this area.
Figure 2-3 - How satisfied are you with your journeys within Malton and Norton Town Centre
by each of the following methods of travel?

2.4

CONGESTION

2.4.1.

Respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agree with the below statement, from 1
(Strongly Disagree) to 10 (Strongly Agree).
¡ "There is a congestion issue within Malton and Norton which needs to be resolved"

2.4.2.

Just over half of respondents strongly agreed that there is a congestion issue that needs to be
resolved, with 51% of respondents selecting 10, and a significant proportion of respondents
indicated that this is an issue that needs dealing with, as 83% of respondents selected 6 to 10.

2.4.3.

The results show, overwhelmingly, that respondents believed there is a congestion issue within the
Malton Norton area, which needs to be resolved.
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Figure 2-4 - There is a congestion issue within Malton and Norton which needs to be resolved

2.4.4.

Respondents were asked to provide reasons for their responses to the above question. Further
details were left by 270 respondents, with the following common themes2:
¡ There are traffic and safety issues at the level crossing - 75 respondents.
¡ Too many vehicles (including HGVs) travelling within these routes (including comments relating
to growth, and lack of full and proper interchanges on the A64) - 65 respondents.
¡ Congestion and issues at junctions (including issues turning at Butchers Corner) - 51
respondents (lots of comments relating the filter system at Butcher Corner.
¡ Currently unsafe for pedestrians / cyclists (including crossing provision) - 36 respondents.
¡ Comments relating to the impact the previous changes - 33 respondents (mostly negative, but a
few positive comments).
¡ Traffic lights in the centre of Malton are causing congestion - 23 respondents.
¡ Air (and noise) pollution due to congestion - 22 respondents.
¡ St Nicholas Street is used as a rat run - 18 respondents.
¡ Too many HGVs (including comments relating to HGVs using narrow streets) - 16 respondents.
¡ Changes not needed / will make things worse - 11 respondents.
¡ Insufficient signage - 10 respondents.

2

These themes, and the frequencies associated with each respective theme, were extracted through a
manual analysis of qualitative data sets (rather than coding), and have been included for indicative purposes
only.
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¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Parked cars (less room on streets) - 8 respondents.
Users (including HGV drivers) disobeying the restrictions - 7 respondents.
Increase in trains frequency is (and will) worsening the congestion - 7 respondents.
HGV ban has re-routed HGVs via two primary schools - 7 respondents.
Trips to / from Morrisons are not helping - 5 respondent.
Traffic lights will worsen congestion - 5 respondents.
The lack of a bypass is not helping - 4 respondents.
Comments explicitly expressing supporting the proposals - 4 respondents.
The traffic issues are not too bad - 3 respondents.
Issues will occur when it floods. 2 respondents.
Traffic is being forced to Castlegate by plans (safety and air quality) - 1 respondent.
Air pollution due to HGVs having to travel further - 1 respondent.
Traffic control over the bridge will deal with one of the most significant issues - 1 respondent.
The traffic issues make Malton a much less desirable place to visit and live - 1 respondent.
Poor infrastructure for buses - 1 respondent.

2.4.5.

It is important to note that a significant proportion of the comments received relate to current
congestion issues within Malton and Norton (i.e. providing further detail associated with their
response), as opposed to comments or feedback relating to the proposed
scheme/components which formed the focus of the consultation exercise.

2.4.6.

Additional detail captured through these responses included:
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

More houses being built isn't helping.
Need another bridge.
Lack of access to / from the bypass from the Swinton direction is contributing towards this.
Need more junctions on the A64.
Failure to build a road from Beverley rd.to Scarborough Road via Westfield Estate.

2.5

RESPONSES TO TECHNOLOGY CHANGES AT BUTCHER CORNER

2.5.1.

Respondents were asked whether they support the proposal for technology changes at Butcher
Corner. As shown within Figure 2-5, respondents indicated their level of support for both aspects of
the scheme separately.
New ‘right turn green arrow’ for traffic coming from Castlegate

2.5.2.

The results shown in Figure 2-5 demonstrate that a total of 81% of respondents support this
component of the proposed scheme, while only 9% of respondents oppose the proposals and 10%
remain neutral. With 49% of respondents strongly supporting the proposal, there is clearly support
among respondents for the proposal.
Upgrade of technology to better control traffic lights and manage traffic flow

2.5.3.

Figure 2-5 demonstrates that 73% of respondents support this component, while 8% of respondents
oppose the proposals, and 19% remain neutral.

2.5.4.

This is demonstrative of relatively strong support for this element, but the level of support is less
significant than that for the new right turn green arrow for traffic coming from Castlegate. More
respondents also remained neutral on this option.
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Figure 2-5 - Please indicate the extent to which you support the proposed technology
changes at the Butcher Corner junction.

2.5.5.

Respondents were invited to provide comments on the proposed changes to the Butcher Corner
junction, with 126 respondents providing comments. The majority of these were isolated comments,
but the following key themes were identified from this qualitative data:
¡ Junctions needed on the A64
· Roundabout on the A64 (York end).
· Beverley road to A64 bypass.
· Use the A64 such that vehicles avoid entering the town completely.
¡ Issues caused by HGV traffic
· Signage and camera enforcement to ensure that HGVs don't cross the bridge.
· Ban HGVs and Tractors from the Town Centre and/or Butchers Corner junction.
· HGVs at Butcher Corner (unsafe for pedestrians).
¡ Parking on the lead up to Butcher Corner
· Issues relating to the section of street parking in the lead up to the Butcher Corner junction on
Castlegate near the Morrisons Junction.
¡ Signage
· Signage at the end of Mill Street turning all Pickering bound traffic towards the bypass,
meaning all Pickering traffic would miss the crossing and Butcher Counter.
· Better signage to aid route finding.
¡ Filter arrow
· Having a filter arrow from Castlegate to Old Maltongate would help to speed up traffic.
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· Green arrow should run for a minimum of 30 secs. Modern technology installed to coincide
with the railway crossing being closed freeing up Castlegate to ensure flow when crossing
opens. Technology should also be installed so lights operate to meet the demand at different
parts of the day.
· Right turn green arrow - timing is important.
¡ Signal timing
· Turning from the main street towards Florios Pizzeria Ristorante is unsafe (due to signal
timing).
· Timing issues at the signals on Castlegate way (for all road users).
¡ Congestion
· Congestion issues outside of Morrisons - perhaps a one-way system into and out of Morrisons
with a new entrance or exit added at the far end of the car park near Yates.
¡ Safety
· Traffic calming needed.
· Better visibility of the traffic lights is needed.
· Traffic turning right from Wells Lane (a convex mirror would help).
¡ Pedestrians and cyclists
· The pedestrian crossing facility should allow diagonal movements across the junction, similar
to Oxford Circus in London.
· Cyclists need to be catered for when designing the filter systems.
¡ Other
· Wells Lane / Nicholas Street / Norton Road used as a rat run.
· Leave it as it is / more drastic change is needed.
· Flooding near junction.
2.5.6.

Despite the above comments being predominantly negative in terms of sentiment, the data overall is
indicative of a broad level of support for the scheme components, with the majority of respondents
selecting ‘support’ or ‘strongly support’. In addition, several comments of a more positive nature
were left by respondents, including the key themes summarised below:
¡
¡
¡
¡

Expected benefits pertaining to reductions to traffic flows through signals.
Safety improvements associated with scheme elements (including safer turning movements).
The 'right turn arrow' being a long overdue change, and expected benefits.
The proposed options appearing sensible in terms of mitigating the identified issues.

2.6

RESPONSES TO INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES AT THE WELHAM RD /
CHURCH ST / NORTON RD / CASTLEGATE JUNCTION

2.6.1.

Respondents were asked whether they support the proposal for infrastructure changes at the
Welham Road / Church Street / Norton Road / Castlegate Junction. The results from this question
are presented in Figure 2-6, with respondents indicating their level of support for each aspect of the
scheme separately.
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Traffic signal control added to Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction
(linking with rail level crossing)
¡ 172 respondents support this component of the proposed scheme; and,
¡ 107 respondents oppose the proposals and 57 respondents remained neutral.
New pedestrian crossings across Welham Road and Norton Road
¡ 217 respondents support this component of the proposed scheme; and,
¡ 56 respondents oppose the proposals and 63 respondents remained neutral.
Minor changes to layout at Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction e.g.
changing Church Street junction to single lane
¡ 134 respondents support this component of the proposed scheme; and,
¡ 100 respondents oppose the proposals and 102 respondents remained neutral.
Norton Road to be one-way westbound to reduce traffic movements onto the level crossing
¡ 188 respondents support this component of the proposed scheme; and,
¡ 98 respondents oppose the proposals and 50 respondents remained neutral.
One-way system on Norton Road to free up road space to accommodate a footpath /
cycleway towards the train station
¡ 177 respondents support this component of the proposed scheme; and,
¡ 104 respondents oppose the proposals and 55 respondents remained neutral.
Summary
2.6.2.

There is a good level of support across each component of the proposed infrastructure changes at
the Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction. The proposed new pedestrian
crossings across Welham Road and Norton Road across appears to have the highest level of
support with 36% of respondents strongly supporting the proposals.

2.6.3.

Proposals for minor changes to the layout at Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate
junction received the least support, with only 17% of respondents indicating that they strongly
support the scheme. This data is demonstrative of more significant opposition to this component,
compared to the other scheme components.
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Figure 2-6 - Please indicate the extent to which you support the proposed infrastructure
changes set out below.

2.6.4.

Respondents were invited to provide any other comments on the proposed changes to the Welham
Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction, with 171 respondents providing comments
accordingly. The majority of these were isolated comments, but the following key themes were
identified:
¡ Positive feedback
· Comments supporting the proposed changes (themed around improvements to safety for all
users, traffic flow, air quality, etc). The examples below are of feedback of positive nature that
were provided by respondents.
-

The proposals will improve safety for all users (this was stated relatively frequently).
The plans should improve the current situation.
Traffic lights should improve traffic flow.
The proposals are very welcomed.
These options are very sensible and are long overdue.

¡ Increase in traffic
· Concern that the proposed changes will increase congestion (particularly linked to the addition
of traffic signal control).
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· Adding lights and a pedestrian crossing will reduce traffic flow.
¡ Alternative solutions
· A mini roundabout should be considered as an alternative.
· Could all cars coming from Church Street be forced to turn left only, and a roundabout
installed in front of Lidl (to remove the danger of cars turning right out of Church Street).
· A filter arrow on Castlegate turning south onto Church Street.
· Suggestion that Church Street, St Nicholas Street, and Castlegate (from Morrisons to the level
crossing) are also made one-way.
· Increasing the amount of traffic on Castlegate, will worsen air quality unless northbound traffic
is banned, forcing traffic to travel along Norton Road - this would provide a better balance, and
open up Castlegate to the same wider path cycle path being offered to all the residents who
don't live on Norton Road.
· Traffic signals across the area should be connected.
· Welham Road should be widened to two lanes to allow traffic to continue ahead whilst lorries
turn right into Church Street.
· Parking restrictions should be implemented at Langton Road.
· Better enforcement is needed (comment relating to the ‘no right turn into ASDA’ not being
policed. Enforcement of HGV restrictions is also needed.
· If we closed County Bridge, it would force more people to walk into Malton as opposed to drive
in and then have issues with parking.
· Suggestion that the Butcher Corner traffic lights could be repositioned in advance of Wells
Lane to allow traffic signal control for Wells Lane exit on to Castlegate.
¡ Previous changes to prioritisation need to be reverted
· The recent changes to this junction are dangerous.
· The previous changes in the area need to be reversed.
· The priority at Church Street needs to be reverted (better for traffic flow previously).
¡ Comments relating to Norton Road
· Don’t change Norton Road.
· If Norton Road is to become one-way, then the Morrison’s junction at the bottom of Church hill
that should be come one-way.
· Adding a one-way system will discourage use of public transport, as it’ll increase journey time
(particularly for public transport).
· The one-way street on Norton Road should be eastbound (towards the train station).
· Closing Norton Road for construction will cause issues.
· Making Norton Road one way in isolation to the wider scheme will worsen air quality and
congestion issues at Butcher Corner. A one-way system should be considered as part of a
wider scheme.
¡ Relocation of traffic
· Increased traffic passing Malton Primary School.
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¡ Longer term solutions
· Drivers should be encouraged to use the bypass (better signage and/or build a road from
Norton to Scarborough Road).
· New link roads needed from Beverley Road and York Road to the A64.
· The longer-term solution involves investment in new junctions on the A64 by pass to reduce
through traffic in the towns, including a double facing junction at the end of York Road and
another at the B1257/Broughton Road.
· A link road should be constructed from Welham Road to the A64 at Musley Bank (via the land
at Park Road).
· Build a bridge over the railway track.
· Another river crossing would be of benefit.
· Norton needs a proper ring road for lorries from the quarry to avoid travelling through the town
centre.
· If Morrison's was moved (Eden Camp perhaps) and traffic was forced to go down Scarborough
Road to the A64 it would reduce traffic.
· Closing County Bridge would force encourage people to walk into Malton as opposed to drive
in and, and would ease parking issues.
· Cycle provision along Norton Road should cater for both directions of travel.
¡ Pedestrian / Cycle improvements
· Need for a cycle and pedestrian bridge over the railway.
· Need a pedestrian bridge to railway station from Norton side (Park Rd).
· Consideration given to a small congestion charge over the railway crossing, with any proceeds
towards sustainable transport infrastructure.
· Support for the walking route along Norton Road (safety and severance).
· The Norton Road / level crossing footpath corner must be protected to prevent vehicles
mounting the footpath.
· Pedestrian crossings should be located away from junctions.
· Dedicated cycle infrastructure is needed.
· There needs to be better pedestrian access to the Station from the south side of the railway for
pedestrians, ideally a pedestrian bridge connecting Welham Road with Norton Road or even
connecting the Station directly from Park Road. Drivers and cyclists should be able to leave
their vehicles south of the line and walk to the Station.
· Consideration should be given to the previously proposed cycle lane on the Lidl side of the
railway, along with a bridge.
¡ Solutions relating to rat running
· A one-way system along Nicholas Street (Welham Road to the car park) would prevent rat
running via Nicholas Street. Respondents are concerned that once the BP garage is built,
issues relating to rat running will worsen.
¡ Issues relating to air quality
· The proposed changes will worsen air quality at Castlegate, and add more buses to
Castlegate.
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¡ Comments relating to the level crossing
· Better technology used by National Rail could reduce the time that the level crossing is closed
for trains.
· Lack of cycle provision at the level crossing.
· The planned increase in train services will increase the number of times the crossing closes,
impacting traffic.
· A signalised pedestrian crossing is needed at the level crossing (currently unsafe and difficult
for pedestrians, including parents/carers walking to their children to school).
¡ Banning HGVs
· Criticism of the HGV ban.
¡ Speed restrictions
· 20 mph restriction should be implemented along St Nicholas Street, along Wold Street (plus
the adjoining section of Langton Road), and along Welham Road (plus speed humps).
¡ Flooding
· During the quite frequent flood events pumps are installed on the short left turn slip road
between Church Street and Welham Road. Infrastructure has been installed underground to
allow pumping operations without the need to close Church Street - these pumps would need
to be accommodated as part of the scheme.
¡ Other
· The signals element of the scheme should be trialled in addition to the one-way trial3.
· Lack of clarity on specifics of the proposed arrangements - request for additional scheme
detail.
2.6.5.

The alternative solutions suggested by respondents are summarised in Table 2-1 below, together
with a response (detailing whether this option has been considered, or modelled, previously).
Table 2-1 – Alternative Solutions
Solution Proposed

3

Response (as applicable)

A mini roundabout should be considered as
an alternative.

¡ This was considered and is detailed in the
Options Appraisal Report.

Could all cars coming from Church Street be
forced to turn left only, and a roundabout
installed in front of Lidl (to remove the
danger of cars turning right out of Church
Street).

¡ Not considered previously.
¡ The detour from Church Street would likely not
be attractive for users of the highway, and the
forced u-turn movement at the roundabout at
Lidl would create wider congestion issues due

It is noted that a trail of the signals changes would be difficult to implement.
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to the conflict it creates with Northbound traffic
on Welham Road.
¡ Land availability for a suitable size roundabout
would also likely be a challenge at this location.
¡ Additionally, issues could be created on St
Nicholas Street as a result of rerouting.
A filter arrow on Castlegate turning south
onto Church Street.

¡ A left filter when we only have one lane of traffic
coming southbound isn’t viable.

Suggestion that Church Street, St Nicholas
Street, and Castlegate (from Morrisons to
the level crossing) are also made one-way.

¡ This was considered and is detailed in the
Options Appraisal Report.

Increasing the amount of traffic on
Castlegate, will worsen air quality unless
northbound traffic is banned, forcing traffic
to travel along Norton Road - this would
provide a better balance, and open up
Castlegate to the same wider path cycle
path being offered to all the residents who
don't live on Norton Road.

¡ Wider one-way routing was considered and is
detailed in the Options Appraisal Report.

Traffic signals across the area should be
connected.

¡ Noted and agreed.
¡ Given the distance between traffic signal
installations it is highly unlikely that the junctions
will operate under rigid linking, especially given
the uncertainty of traffic flows entering and
egressing from sites in between, such as
Morrisons and Sheepfoot Hill.
¡ As part of the scheme, it is proposed that the
junctions will communicate with one another,
this could be used to instigate dataset triggering
which could change the parameters at Butcher
Corner to favour Castlegate NB movements,
and significantly reduce pedestrian wait times
when the level crossing is down.

Welham Road should be widened to two
lanes to allow traffic to continue ahead
whilst lorries turn right into Church Street.

¡ Not considered. Land take was outside the
scope of the Options Appraisal Report. If land
take became a viable option, alternative
solutions could be considered.

Parking restrictions should be implemented
at Langton Road.

¡ Noted. Policy options/solutions were not
considered as part of the Options Appraisal
Report, only infrastructure changes.

Better enforcement is needed (comment
relating to the ‘no right turn into ASDA’ not
being policed. Enforcement of HGV
restrictions is also needed.

¡ Noted.
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If we closed County Bridge, it would force
more people to walk into Malton as opposed
to drive in and then have issues with
parking.

¡ Noted.
¡ As a result of the testing carried out to look at
one-way routing systems, it was evident that the
wider highway network in the Malton and Norton
area cannot accommodate full or partial link
closures on Castlegate. The congestion
associated with this type of solution was not
considered acceptable.

Suggestion that the Butcher Corner traffic
lights could be repositioned in advance of
Wells Lane to allow traffic signal control for
Wells Lane exit on to Castlegate.

¡ Inter-greens for the operation of the junction
would significantly reduce the operational
capacity of the junction.
¡ The modelling undertaken to date indicates that
Wells Lane does not require signal control.
¡ In addition to this, traffic signal visibility and
Junction inter-visibility would not be achieved,
therefore this junction style would be deemed
unsafe.

2.7

AIR QUALITY VS CONGESTION

2.7.1.

Respondents were asked to what extent they would agree with the following statement, from 1
(strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree)?
¡ "I would prioritise tackling congestion over negative impacts on air quality"

2.7.2.

Over half of respondents agreed with the statement, with 52% of respondents agreeing that tackling
congestion should be prioritised over air quality, 28% of respondents remaining neutral, and 20% of
respondents disagreeing with the statement.

2.7.3.

Responses have been grouped based on the following:
¡ 6-10: agree with the statement.
¡ 5: neither agree nor disagree with the statement.
¡ 1-4: disagree with the statement.

2.7.4.

This represents a strong level of support for the statement, indicating that most respondents would
prioritise addressing congestion, over any negative impacts on air quality.

2.7.5.

However, the data also shows that a signification proportion of residents had a neutral response
which, when considered together with qualitative data from the survey, suggests that there may
have been a level of misunderstanding or misinterpretation associated with this question. A number
of respondents also indicated that this could be interpreted as a ‘loaded’ question i.e. with a specific
response in mind when developing the question.
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Figure 2-7 - I would prioritise tackling congestion over negative impacts on air quality

2.7.6.

Respondents were asked to provide reasons for their responses, and 148 respondents provided
comments. The following key themes/reasons were identified.
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Adding lights will worsen air quality and add to congestion.
Issues were worsened by the last scheme at the crossing.
The law should be adhered to concerning AQMAs.
They go hand in hand.
Banning HGVs has caused more issues than it has solved.
The two are linked.
Poor air quality is a serious health issue, so must be prioritised.
Criticism of the question, and uncertainty relating to the question.
Relocating traffic is likely to cause issues elsewhere.
Standing traffic in St Nicholas Street.
Install more chargers and encourage low emission vehicles.
Green wave principle to reduce standing traffic.
Improving technology means that the vehicles are getting better in terms of emissions and start /
stop emissions.
Traffic from new developments isn’t helping.
Signal phasing and staging (timings) are imperative.
A new roundabout at Musley Bank, and a link road on to the Broughton Manor area, would take
HGV's out of the town centre along with an access on to Showfield Lane Industrial Estate.
Southern bypass and more access onto all bypasses to combat air quality and reduce emissions.
No solution will be possible for both.
The scheme will worsen air quality issues.
If there was access and ingress from B1257 & A64 so traffic didn't have to enter the town centre
then this would greatly improve the air quality and congestion issues.
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¡ Air quality will fix itself with a move towards green vehicles, however, congestion should be
prioritised, as it’s an issue that needs to be sorted now.
¡ People should be encouraged to travel via active modes, and discouraged from driving short
distances.
¡ Better links to the A64.

2.8

RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

2.8.1.

Respondents were asked which of the following best describes their relationship with the Malton and
Norton area.
¡
¡
¡
¡

2.8.2.

Resident of Malton and Norton
Business owner in Malton and Norton
Work in Malton and Norton
None of the above

As shown within Figure 2-8, majority of respondents stated that they are residents of the Malton and
Norton area (83%), with 26% of respondents stating that they work in the area, 9% stating that they
own a business within the area, and 11% of respondents indicating that none of these categories
apply to them. Respondents were asked to provide details if they completed the survey on behalf of
a business / organisation.
Figure 2-8 - Which of the following best describes your relationship to the area?

2.8.3.

As shown in Figure 2-9, the majority of respondents stated that they did not have a long-term
physical impairment or illness that impacted on their day-to-day activities (76%), while 11%
preferred not to say. A total of 13% of respondents (43 people) said that they did have a physical
impairment or illness, ensuring that the survey did capture the views of this group.

2.8.4.

Of those that said they had a physical impairment or illness, further details were left by 24
respondents, with the following common conditions mentioned through the responses:
¡
¡
¡
¡

Disabled (personally or family member)
Condition affecting mobility
Respiratory illnesses and diseases (including asthma and COVID-19)
Sight conditions
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¡ Cancer
2.8.5.

Additional detail provided here indicated that some of the respondents with long-term physical
impairments or illnesses are either unable to, or do not feel safe walking within Malton and Norton.
Particular reference was made to feeling unsafe crossing roads at places, and a comment stated
that improvements to pedestrian crossing improvements are welcomed.
Figure 2-9 - Do you have any long-term physical impairment or illness that has an impact on
your day to day activities?

2.8.6.

There was a relatively even balance of genders in the responses received, as shown in Figure 2-10,
with just over half of respondents identifying as Male (52%), while 40% identified as Female, and 7%
preferring not to say.
Figure 2-10 - Gender of respondents
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2.8.7.

The age profile of respondents suggests that there was a spread of respondents from all age
groups. However, it is clear from Figure 2-11 that the largest proportion of the 336 respondents were
in the 45-54 years (23%) and 55-64 age group (23%), followed by those in the 65-74 years age
group (15%). These groups alone comprise just over 60% of all respondents.

2.8.8.

The 35-74 years age groups comprise 77% of all responses, with the 35-44 years group (17%), 7584 years group (11%), 25-34 years group (5%), 16-24 years group (6%), and 20 respondents stating
that they would prefer not to say (<1%) comprising the remaining responses.

2.8.9.

As such, there is a greater representation of middle age categories, and a low representation among
younger respondents (aged under 35 years) and older respondents (75 years and over).

2.8.10. This is to be expected and represents a typical age profile for a consultation exercise of this type.
However, future stages of consultation may need to incorporate specific mechanisms, or ‘outreach’
events, in order to ensure that the views of younger individuals, and any individuals with protected
characteristics, are fully considered.
Figure 2-11 - Respondent age groups

2.9

CROSS TABULATIONS – AGE

2.9.1.

The demographic profile collected has allowed a cross-tabulation of attitudes towards the proposed
scheme, compared by age. This is in order to identify whether there are any age-related effects,
where respondents have differing views on the proposal by age. The smaller numbers of older and
younger age respondents should be noted in considering any of the results. Support and opposing
responses have been grouped, to increase data reliability.

2.9.2.

To conclude, the cross tabulations do suggest that there are some variances in attitudes between
age groups. However, the evidence for significant differences is limited. Furthermore, the
constrained/reduced sample sizes for the youngest and eldest age categories are not
representative, acting as a limitation, and impacting data reliability, when comparing responses
between age groups.
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PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY CHANGES AT BUTCHER CORNER
2.9.3.

Figure 2-12 to Figure 2-13 show that support for the proposed technology changes decreases the higher age of the respondent – this is more notable
for the ‘right turn green arrow’.
Figure 2-12 - Attitude towards the proposed technology changes: New ‘right turn green arrow’ for traffic coming from Castlegate, split by
age
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Figure 2-13 - Attitude towards the proposed technology changes: Upgrade of technology to better control traffic lights and manage traffic
flow, split by age
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PROPOSED INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES AT THE WELHAM RD / CHURCH ST / NORTON RD / CASTLEGATE JUNCTION
2.9.4.

Figure 2-14 to Figure 2-18 show that attitudes towards the proposed infrastructure changes at the Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate
junction are relatively consistent across age groups - although there appears to be a general trend of lower levels of support associated with older age
groups.
Figure 2-14 - Attitude towards the proposed infrastructure changes: Traffic signal control added to Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd /
Castlegate junction (linking with rail level crossing), split by age
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Figure 2-15 - Attitude towards the proposed infrastructure changes: New pedestrian crossings across Welham Road and Norton Road, split
by age
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Figure 2-16 - Attitude towards the proposed infrastructure changes: Minor changes to layout at Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd /
Castlegate junction e.g. changing Church Street junction to single lane, split by age
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Figure 2-17 - Attitude towards the proposed infrastructure changes: Norton Road to be one-way westbound to reduce traffic movements
onto the level crossing, split by age
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Figure 2-18 - Attitude towards the proposed infrastructure changes: One-way system on Norton Road to free up road space to accommodate
a footpath / cycleway towards the train station, split by age
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2.10

CROSS TABULATIONS – TYPE

2.10.1. Levels of support for the proposed scheme have been cross tabulated, compared by respondent
status, as per the following:
¡
¡
¡
¡

Resident of Malton and Norton.
Business owner in Malton and Norton.
Work in Malton and Norton.
None of the above.

2.10.2. Figure 2-19 to Figure 2-22 show there was not any significant variance between these groups in
terms of support for the different scheme elements. The key exception to this is the ‘None of the
above’ category (Figure 2-22), however, the low sample size for this group is not deemed to be
representative.
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Figure 2-19 - Attitude towards the scheme: Resident of Malton and Norton, split by respondent type
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Figure 2-20 - Attitude towards the scheme: Business owner in Malton and Norton, split by respondent type

2.10.3. It is noted that Figure 2-20 shows a greater level of opposition (than support) for the traffic signal control and minor layout change components.
However, this is not deemed to be statistically significant given the low sample size when disaggregated by respondent status.
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Figure 2-21 - Attitude towards the scheme: Work in Malton and Norton, split by respondent type
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Figure 2-22 - Attitude towards the scheme: None of the above, split by respondent type
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2.11

RESPONDENT LOCATIONS

2.11.1. Respondents were asked to provide a full postcode in order to identify where they were replying
from in relation to the proposed scheme in Malton and Norton. The maps which follow show the
location of complete postcodes that were mapped using GIS software. Table 2-2 shows the
postcode areas with the largest number of respondents – this is based on the first half of postcodes
(e.g. YO17 7EH). Majority of respondents indicated that they live within the YO17 area (87%).
Table 2-2 - Top 3 postcodes for respondents (first part only)
Postcode

Approximate area

Number of responses

YO17

292

292

YO60

7

7

YO62

5

5

2.11.2. Respondents were mainly distributed across North Yorkshire, centred upon Malton and Norton, in
addition to the surrounding area. A smaller number of respondents came from further away, with
some postcodes identified in York, and The Tees Valley.
2.11.3. Responses from outside the area may be associated with individuals completing the survey whilst
away from home, or they may represent business owners of employees within Malton and Norton,
whom commute from outside the area. However, the vast majority of responses were received from
within the Malton and Norton area, as would be expected for this localised consultation exercise,
and a highly localised approach to promotion of the survey.
2.11.4. Figure 2-23 and Figure 2-24 show the postcodes within areas of interest – these being responses
from postcodes located within the wider area, and within Malton and Norton respectively. The maps
are demonstrative of a good spread of responses across the Malton and Norton area.
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Figure 2-23 - Plot of respondents in across the wider area by UK postcode (full valid postcodes only)
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Figure 2-24 - Plot of respondents in within Malton and Norton by UK postcode (full valid postcodes only)
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3

RESPONSES – ADDITIONAL RESPONSES

3.1.1.

The key themes identified through the additional responses that were received from stakeholders (in
letter format) are set out in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 – Stakeholder Responses
Stakeholder

General Feedback

Resident of
Malton

¡ The proposal to make
Norton Road one way
westbound will result in
a significant increase in
the amount of traffic
using Wells Lane.

Norton-onDerwent Town
Council

¡ Members welcome
many of the proposals,
but they are concerned
that the proposals don’t
currently do enough to
ease congestion in St
Nicholas Street.

Ryedale
District Council

¡ There are transport
related issues in and
around Malton and
Norton, including the
following: air quality,
congestion, highway
safety, and rat running.

Specific Feedback
¡ Consideration should be given to including Wells Lane in
the Butcher Corner traffic light sequence by moving the
Castlegate signals to the east of Wells Lane junction
and including a set of lights on Wells Lane.
¡ This proposal would provide vehicles travelling via Wells
Lane with free access to Castlegate, Old Maltongate,
and Wheelgate once per sequence, and this phase
could be omitted whenever there is no traffic detected in
Wells Lane.
¡ The new traffic lights would need to be phased to favour
the use of Church Street over St Nicholas Street.
¡ Additionally, pedestrian safety needs to be made a top
priority, as all of the junction crossing points that
adjoined the railway crossing were dangerous for
pedestrians, who had great difficulty especially trying to
access Norton Road safely.
¡ Technology changes to Butcher Corner junction.
· These measures are fully supported by RDC.
¡ Traffic signal control at Welham Road / Church Street /
Norton Road / Castlegate junction.

¡ There are also issues
associated with: a lack
of all-movement
junctions on the A64, a
constrained road
network, pinch points at
the level crossing and at
Butcher Corner, an Air
Quality Management
Area (AQMA), and the
potential for
displacement of issues
from one location to the
other.
¡ Officers continue to
work closely with
colleagues at NYCC to
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· poor visibility and difficulty for all road users
when exiting Church Street right towards
Castlegate;
· complexity of the existing junction for all users;
· lack of pedestrian crossing facilities; and,
· lack of an advance stop line for cyclists.
· The proposals could also reduce the propensity for
traffic to use St Nicholas Street as opposed to
Church Street. The phasing and relative lengths of
green time will need careful consideration to ensure
that this is the case.
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· Careful consideration will also need to be given as to
how pumping equipment would be accommodated in
order to avoid a full road closure of Church Street
during flood events.

help identify, develop
and (where practicable)
implement measures to
improve the situation.
¡ There is a need for
major infrastructure
improvements. In
particular, the
development of access
points of new access
points onto and off the
A64 at Broughton Road
and Musley Bank.
¡ RDC is fully supportive
of the work currently
being undertaken to
investigate these
proposals.
¡ The proposals have
outlined some
significant potential
benefits in terms of
addressing current
traffic flow and
congestion issues, but
RDC have a strong
concern about any
potential adverse
impacts upon air quality.

¡ Infrastructure changes at the Welham Road / Church
Street / Norton Road / Castlegate junction.
· Existing pedestrian and cyclist provision at the level
crossing junction is very poor. Making Norton Road
one-way westbound offers the opportunity to address
this and provide greatly enhanced pedestrian and
cycle links between Norton, the bus and rail stations,
and Malton.
· It would also reduce the number of phases that the
proposed traffic lights would need to cycle through.
This reduces the potential increases in queuing
compared to introducing signal controls without this
measure.
¡ Potential overall impacts of traffic signal control and
infrastructure improvements.
· RDC note that reducing traffic issues and improving
air quality in the town centres is likely to be
dependent on encouraging modal shift towards
sustainable modes. Officers at RDC will work with
NYCC colleagues to develop and support measures
that contribute towards this.
· an on-going programme of physical
infrastructure improvements to make the town
centre environment and key routes within the
towns safer, more attractive, and more
convenient for pedestrians and cyclists –
including through development and
implementation of proposals identified in the
draft Malton and Norton Local Cycling and
Walking Infrastructure Plan. Specifically, in
response to this consultation – we would
suggest that the new footpath / cycleway along
Norton Road must be two-way for cyclists and
pedestrians;
· a behaviour change / awareness raising
programme to encourage modal shift and
encourage those who do not need to use cars
to avoid the town centre and use the bypass
wherever practicable;
· supporting the trialling (and adoption) of an
electric town bus service;
· improving the appeal of using public transport
by improving the area around the rail station /
bus station; and,
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· working towards reinstatement of a second
platform at Malton Station, working together
with an accessible bridge linking the two
platforms, and a link path to Norton.
· RDC are concerned, as if the proposed scheme
results in exceedance of statutory air quality limits,
then RDC would be compelled to intervene and
oversee actions to secure legal compliance. It is
noted that the proposed additional rail services
provide similar cause for concern.
· Whilst the Malton AQMA was declared due to
exceedances of NO2, RDC note that any adverse
impact upon air quality needs very careful
consideration, as driven by recent health concerns
(e.g. the coroner’s report for Philip Barlow, following
the tragic death in 2013 of nine year old Ella Adoo
Kissi-Debrah and the subsequent inquest’s finding
that air pollution exposure was a cause of her death).
¡ Trial of one-way system on Norton Road.
· RDC have suggested that a trial of the one-way
system on Norton Road would seem to be a sensible
approach, allowing any impacts on air quality to be
fully assessed prior to any expensive permanent
changes being enacted.
· In order to maximise the potential benefits of the trial
one-way system on Norton Road, RDC requests that
arrangements are put in place for a temporary
segregated cycle path, with improved pedestrian
provision, as an integral part of the trail.
· Additionally, RDC also suggests that in advance of
the trial, the ‘No Right Turn’ signage from County
Bridge onto Norton Road is improved and monitored
by CCTV (with appropriate enforcement action
taken). Misuse of this junction is a danger to
pedestrians and cyclists.

3.1.2.

The above table summarises responses received from a resident of Malton, Norton-on-Derwent
Town Council, and RDC. These responses should be considered in conjunction with feedback
received from the online survey.
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4

SUMMARY

4.1.1.

The key results and insights from this consultation report are summarised in the table below:
Table 4-1 – Key Results and Insights
Section

Key Points

1.2 – Marketing and
Communication Support

¡ A range of marketing and communications tools were used to support
the consultation exercise, and drive traffic to the online survey. These
included a press release, organic and paid social media activity and a
physical leaflet distributed across the Malton and Norton area.
¡ The promoted Facebook post successfully drove traffic to the online
survey and raised awareness of the proposed scheme, reaching almost
5,000 people, delivering 974 engagements, 20 comments and 414 direct
link clicks to the online survey.

2.1 Number of Responses

¡ A total of 339 responses were received to the Consultation –
representing an excellent response rate for a localised consultation, and
signifying the level of community interest garnered towards the proposed
improvements in Malton and Norton. Social media also proved to be a
critical promotional tool, in driving traffic to the online survey.

2.2 Access to Vehicles

¡ The vast majority of survey respondents had access to a car (98%), with
only 107 respondents (32%) having access to a bike or e-bike. High
levels of car ownership are to be expected given the rurality of the
surrounding area.

2.3 - Current Travel within
Malton and Norton Town
Centre

¡ There are a substantially greater proportion of respondents that drive or
walk within the Malton and Norton Town Centre, compared with those
cycling or using public transport.
¡ A significant proportion of respondents indicated that they are
dissatisfied with driving within the Town Centre (57%), compared with
notably lower levels indicating dissatisfaction with walking (24%), cycling
(27%) and public transport (7%). This may be a result of the identified
issues around congestion, queueing and delays on the local road
network, supporting the need for intervention in this area.

2.4 - Congestion

¡ The results for this question show, overwhelmingly, that respondents
believed there is a congestion issue within the Malton Norton area,
which needs to be resolved.

2.5 - Responses to
Technology Changes at
Butcher Corner

¡ New ‘right turn green arrow’ for traffic coming from Castlegate
· The results demonstrate that a total of 81% of respondents support
this component of the proposed scheme, while only 9% of
respondents oppose the proposals and 10% remain neutral.
¡ Upgrade of technology to better control traffic lights and manage traffic
flow
· The results demonstrate that 73% of respondents support this
component, while 8% of respondents oppose the proposals, and 19%
remain neutral.
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· This is demonstrative of relatively strong support for this element, but
the level of support is less significant than that for the new right turn
green arrow for traffic coming from Castlegate. More respondents
also remained neutral on this option.
· Despite the qualitative data/comments for this question being
predominantly negative in terms of sentiment, the data overall is
indicative of a broad level of support for the scheme components. In
addition, several comments supported the scheme noting perceived
benefits relating to reduced traffic flows and safety enhancements.
2.6 - Responses to
Infrastructure changes at
the Welham Rd / Church St
/ Norton Rd / Castlegate
junction

¡ There is a good level of support across each component of the proposed
infrastructure changes at the Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd /
Castlegate junction. The proposed new pedestrian crossings across
Welham Road and Norton Road across appears to have the highest
level of support with 36% of respondents strongly supporting the
proposals.
¡ Proposals for minor changes to the layout at Welham Rd / Church St /
Norton Rd / Castlegate junction received the least support, with only
17% of respondents indicating that they strongly support the scheme.
This data is demonstrative of more significant opposition to this
component, compared to the other scheme components.

2.7 - Air Quality vs
Congestion

¡ Over half of respondents agreed with the statement "I would prioritise
tackling congestion over negative impacts on air quality", with 52%
agreeing, 28% remaining neutral, and 20% of respondents disagreeing
with the statement.
¡ This represents a strong level of support for the statement, indicating
that most respondents would prioritise addressing congestion, over any
negative impacts on air quality.
¡ However, the data also shows that a signification proportion of residents
had a neutral response which, when considered together with qualitative
data from the survey, suggests that there may have been a level of
misunderstanding or misinterpretation associated with this question.

2.8 - Respondent
Demographics

¡ The majority of respondents were classified as residents (280), with 88
respondents working in the area, and 29 being business owners.
¡ A total of 43 survey respondents stated that they had a physical
impairment or illness (13%), ensuring that the survey captured the views
of this group.
¡ There was a relatively even balance of genders in the responses
received, as shown in Figure 2-10, with just over half of respondents
identifying as Male (52%), while 40% identified as Female. This is
deemed to be representative.
¡ The age profile of respondents suggests that there was a spread of
respondents from all age groups. However, the largest proportion of the
336 respondents were in the 45-54 years (23%) and 55-64 age groups
(23%), followed by those in the 65-74 years age group (15%). These
groups alone comprise just over 60% of all respondents.
· This is to be expected and represents a typical age profile for a
consultation exercise of this type. However, future stages of
consultation may need to incorporate specific mechanisms, or
‘outreach’ events, in order to ensure that the views of younger
individuals are fully considered.
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2.9 - Cross Tabulations –
Age, and 2.10 - Cross
Tabulations – Type

¡ Neither respondent age, nor relationship with the area appear to have a
significant influence on attitudes towards the proposed schemes.

2.11 - Respondent
Locations

¡ Most respondents came from the vicinity of Malton and Norton, and the
data shows a good spread of respondents across both towns, ensuring
that views of residents and individuals across the area have been
captured, and that the key findings are representative.

3 - Responses – Additional

¡ A resident of Malton has suggested that consideration is given to
including Wells Lane in the Butcher Corner traffic light sequence.
¡ Members of Norton-on-Derwent Town Council welcome many of the
proposals, but they have stated that further measures would be needed
to encourage the use of Church Street, namely, the new traffic lights
would need to be phased to favour the use of Church Street over St
Nicholas Street. Also, pedestrian safety needs to be a priority.
¡ RDC stated that the proposals have outlined some significant potential
benefits in terms of addressing current traffic flow and congestion
issues, but RDC still have a strong concern about any potential adverse
impacts upon air quality. RDC have provided specific comments to the
proposals (see Table 3-1).

Responses

4.1.2.

Overall, the results are demonstrative of a strong level of support for the proposed scheme
improvements, with the exception of the minor changes to layout at Welham Rd / Church St / Norton
Rd / Castlegate junction, which has a lower level of respondents stating that they support the
proposals.

4.1.3.

Appendix A includes responses to the open-ended comment questions.

4.1.4.

Appendix B includes a copy of the consultation survey.
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OPEN ENDED RESPONSES

Confidential

Table A-1 - Q4.2 – Please tell us why: (please do not include any personal or sensitive
information here)
Open Ended Response
Three will always be congestion where there are trains crossing roads but putting traffic lights there will
slow the flow even further, especially in quiet periods of the day - to have to sit at a red light when there
is no other traffic around and to then have to sit further if the crossing is then activated with greatly
annoy those who are local.
The level crossing junction is just a joke going into to malton form norton. Especially if a train comes
and the barriers come down. You can be stuck there 20 minutes or more
Bad congestion at the crossing and the various junctions around it. Also the poor traffic lights in the
centre of Malton appear to cause additional congestion.
The queuing traffic at the level crossing, in all directions is impractical. St Nicholas street is still used as
a rat run due to priority changes at the level crossing. Due to County bridge and St Nicholas street
having weight limits, more HCV traffic is forced down Welham road, having then to turn right onto
Church Street. Having pedestrian crossings so close to the junctions will restrict traffic flow even more.
One way traffic west bound on Norton road will also force all traffic along Castlegate, and with more
trains causing the level crossing to close several times an hour, will increase congestion.
This is because some idiot changed to junctions at the crossings years ago. Never a problem before
that. Also making 7.5T travel further around causing more air pollution/ more issues through Old Malton
- Norton and worse traffic jams at the crossings.
I am a resident of over 20 years on Castlegate. We have been declared Ryedale’s only AQMA. Since
that declaration more housing and the increase in trains causing the crossing to close has made
congestion worse. This plan will force more traffic up Castlegate. Castlegate is a residential area,
within a designated conservation area. Norton road is hardly used by pedestrians and no one lives on
it. What about the safety and air quality on Castlegate.? The residents and it seems most of the public
dislike this plan as a half measure, that will make little difference.
Would like to see these plans tested using temporary lights and signage for a 4 week period before
wasting money
There is a constant stream of stand still traffic on Church Street, Castle Gate, Yorkers Gate and
Wheelgate. The air pollution must be at a dangerous level for local residents. My other concerns are
lack of unsafe roads to cross for the younger and older generation. Comments refer to ore lockdown.
Dangerous, walking near railway crossing area.
Junctions near the level crossing are not working. Many impatient drivers tired of waiting to get out.
The ban on HGVs being allowed across the bridge is utterly dangerous and has transferred heavy
goods vehicles to other areas of the town including directly past primary schools. This urgently needs
resolving. This is a statement that should an accident happen those who implemented the changes
have been made aware of these opinions and concerns highlighted so that those who implemented the
changes are held accountable
I don't think the congestion is too bad to be honest, I think the main issue is the junction by the railway
crossing, it is very dangerous for pedestrians and vehicles
Barriers on level crossing closed for to long, parked cars causing less room on streets
There is a lot of congestion at preasent, however no matter what you do there will still be congestion.
One thing for sure having traffic lights will mean even more Congestion.One of the main reasons for
congestion
is the Trains . nobody wants to talk about this . i am sure talking to the rail company could be a good
idear.
which ever way the junction is you will still have a problum . I know the times of the trains so i avoid
these times .
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Why not send all households a train timetable . if motorists set of with there cars a few minutes earler I
am sure this could help.
Traffic constantly gets stopped at Church Street particularly after a train and you can't get out for ages
so traffic builds up all the way through Norton
It isn’t as bad as Harrogate, but coming into Malton down Yorkersgate, Wheelgate or Old Maltongate is
terrible between around 3pm and 6pm. Getting to Malton from Norton from Commercial Street way is
also getting ridiculous
The elephant in the room that we keep skirting around is simply that we need another bridge and
access roan between the two towns.
But until funding is available for such a plan, we have to make the best we can with what we have. I
have read the plan about the traffic control over crossing and river, which is the biggest of the
problems, and I totally agree the the plan. It is a nightmare and has been for many years but with the
increase in traffic and population it has become even more of a problem.
Opposers to the current system keep arguing the lie that we should go back to the old "priority". The
truth is that there was no priority or road markings and that everyone had to fight for their chance to
cross. Resulting is a regular littering of the road with broken glass and plastic from innumerable minor
bumps. But there was always the threat of a fatality to, especially cyclists or motorist trapped on the
level crossing by vehicles trying to come out of Norton road onto the junction. So if Norton road is one
way, that at least would be sorted. There are still many vehicles that come across the bridge and
access Norton road, ignoring the signs on the bridge for no right turn. I wonder if all the vehicles
coming from Norton to Malton are heading through from the East Riding and onto the A64. Have they
come down Mill street and if so is the signage at the end of Mill street enough to encourage them right
and onto the A64 at Brambling fields.
Too much traffic
With more houses being built in Norton and only one road to the main shopping centre of both towns
and surgery there is obviously going to be congestion!
Living on saint Nicholas street has been a unpleasant experience for far too long due to rat running
and noise and air pollution.There is constant traffic jams in the town and HGV’s using side roads. Air
quality is very poor. There is numerous near misses and accidents at the junctions around the railway
crossing and saint Nicholas street and it is very dangerous as a pedestrian.
1. Butcher corner lights completely out of date 2. Shambles that is the railway crossing junction 3.
parked vehicles in Castlegate (should be double yellow throughout its length. 4. Failure to build a road
from Beverley rd.to Scarborough Road via Westfield Estate.
Traffic, its just the amount of traffic, when the floods were on Norton road was a great way to access
Malton and vice versa, with a one way system you are going to get lines of traffic queuing down York
Road because many cars go down Railway Street through Norton Road to avoid waiting at Butcher
Corner lights when going to Norton, also you will have queuing traffic up Railway Street as there was
when the floods were on, Ideally we need another access to the A64, At the crossing I think a mini
roundabout would be better because there are many trains during the day which causes queuing
anyway, what happens when we get floods again ? .
,
Congestion largely caused by railway crossing. Very difficult right turn from Norton to Malton.
Impossible junction at Norton Road.
Congestion at the level crossing can be a nightmare and it is impossible to calculate how long it will
take to get from Norton to the train station or indeed to anywhere that involves crossing the level
crossing.
long tailbacks build up due to level crossing closure, and it is sometimes difficult to turn across
Butchers Corner junction due to oncoming traffic
There is little traffic congestion in Malton / Norton compared to other market towns and cities
Church Street junction not fit for purpose. Butcher corner needs filter lights
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People do not respect the junctions and other road users. There have been many near misses at the
junction near the railway crossing. People turn right down blackboards from Malton when it states no
right turn. People use at Nicholas street to avoid the junction at the railway crossing which then makes
other people do it as they know they’ll have to wait longer otherwise.
The road signage needs to be a lot better and more visible to help with traffic moving in to the right
lanes earlier
Huge overall lack of common sense and consideration. The traffic on Castlegate can be queued back
to the bridge due to the lack of right turn filter at the Butchers Corner junction.
The congestion causes significant delays in getting to and from work. The standing traffic causes very
unpleasant and I assume dangerous emissions that directly impact on pedestrians and people who live
and work in town. It makes Malton a much less desirable place to visit and live.
Rubbish traffic lights
Regular queueing which triples journey time on my commute from Norton to old Malton. Traffic signals
at main lights in town cause traffic turning right from castlegate to old Malton to squeeze through the
lights, as lights only allow one car a time to go through. Terrible junction at railway crossing with traffic
unable to get into castle gate from fuel station
Traffic congestion around the railway tracks is terrible, going past the petrol station and St Nicholas
Street is difficult in a car as its near enough always congested
Constant queues of standing traffic all over Norton and malton, this affects air pollution levels and noise
pollution levels. Also lots of accidents and near misses at the railway junctions and especially
dangerous for pedestrians in that area. This is even worse in summer and when the trains are running
two per hour and the new BP garage is built this area will be a accident waiting to happen.
During busy times or when the train crossing has just been closed there can be a slight wait but it's not
that bad
The bypass is not utilised people travelling from Scarborough road end of Norton to Malton along
church street
There will always be a problem. Traffic from hovingham will always have to come into town. A slip road
onto the bypass would stop traffic through town which would surely help!
We live within the AQMA and experience congestion daily
Summer traffic causes problems extra traffic visiting the town still have lorry issues from Malton to
Norton especially larger factory transport and quarry lorries on Welham road. Better signage on
Beverley Rd to divert along Scarborough Rd especially for Flamingoland visitors which cause bottle
necks at the traffic lights in butcher corner.
I am concerned that this new proposal will only send traffic to queue on Blackboards and past Yates
everyday that needs to get to Pickering to queue at the side of Specsavers and bottle neck for those
trying to get to the train station or Morrison’s just moving it from one road to another.
Dont really see any issues at the times i normally go out.
The traffic issues are most apparent at train times and obviously busy at peak times when the weather
is nice and people are wanting to get away. On the whole the traffic has flowed much better since the
junction at the level crossing as changed. Making norton road one way would improve the get out for
those coming from church Street as they would only have tolook left or right and not be having to watch
traffuc from norton road as well.
To improve the crossing there needs to be a clear box with room enough for two vehicles or lorries to
enter in to to turn right in to church street from welham road to enable the free flow of traffic from
welham road to travel straight ahead. At present it is too easy to get stuck behind traffic wanting to turn
right. This would cause additional problems if traffic lights were in place.
Also there needs to be an arrangement with national rail to reduce the waiting times. 3 kins is far too
long. One would be long enough and their communications with their trains needs to improve as traffic
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builds up in no time at all.
Pedestrian crossing at welham road junction will not help the traffic flow as people will use it coming
from lidl and the new garage that don't really need to.
The existing junctions are badly laid out as they are now.
I plan my route to avoid turning right out of Norton road and go via the slip road onto castle gate. When
coming into town I usually come from Langton Road down at Nicholas Street to avoid having to turn
right over the crossing as it can be troublesome especially if the crossing has been closed and traffic
has built up.
If traffic used church street to go from Norton to malton instead of st Nicholas street the traffic would
flow much better as welham road would be much less congested. Clearer signed A64 route at mill
street
Congestion issues at Butchers corner. Rat runs around Whitewall and St Nicholas Street to access
Welham Road to gain priority at the level crossing.
The changes made at the level crossing have made the traffic much worse. The vast majority of the
traffic goes from the Malton side of the level crossing to Church St. Only about 20% goes via Welham
road. Change it back (much cheaper option) or a mini roundabout. Traffic lights may cause back ups.
always a queue of traffic at the level crossing junction, vehicles having push there way out accident
waiting to happen.
There is a congestion problem yet but the plans you are proposing are just going to make that
ridiculous WORSE
Having no right turn filter at butcher corner causes queing towards morrisons, Morrison causes queing
the other way. The que to get in the petrol station when entering norton(Church Street) causes queing
back over the level crossing.
If people used their common sense and used the bypass at peak times( school times) there would be
less of an issue, it works as it is and doesn't need anymore tampering with. One way system down
Norton Road will just mean that those on the Scarborough Road area of Norton will be cut off further as
in all likely hood the coastliner buses won't be able to access Scarborough Road.
Too many houses built on edge of both towns with little regard for infrastructure. Short journeys should
be undertaken by through cycling or walking not a car. The area around the Railway crossing is lethal
for pedestrians and cyclists and is a big turn off for people seeing this as a positive travel option, so
they use the car which makes the problem worse.
It will always be busy at peek times no matter what changes.
Traffic light need sorting to short on green to turn up to castlegate
The traffic problems were moved from Malton to Norton when the road layout changed. Malton had a
target and Norton doesn’t. It’s dangerous the amount of traffic and incompetent road users at the level
crossing and the speed cars travel down Welham Road. No thought was given to Norton as the target
doesn’t apply.
There are too many vehicles using the same routes to get into Norton or Malton. That with the added
length of time the barrier is down creates unnecessary congestion.
I don't consider the congestion in Malton and Norton to be significant enough to require funding being
allocated to these changes that will have little effect. The rise of electric car use will see air quality
issues reduce over the coming decade. It would be better to focus on the wider travel choices made by
residents and improve access onto and off the A64 so that it can be used to make cross town journeys
instead go going over County Bridge.
The problem is the amount of traffic but this is because the towns have grown in size and more people
live here. So, obviously there is going to be more traffic movement through the two towns. Making a
one way system will not resolve the problem it will just move the traffic to clog up in the centre of town.
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The population has grown considerably in the last few years but the infrastructure of the town has
remained the same and has reached breaking point. I strongly believe the town should grow so we
must address the congestion urgently.
The current layout at the Norton rail crossing, combined with the aggressive behaviour of some drivers,
is inherently dangerous, with near misses a daily occurrence. Pedestrian and cycle access between the
towns is very difficult, especially for older people struggling to cross Norton Road next to the rail
crossing. At Butcher Corner the lack of a right turn filter from Castlegate to Old Maltongate causes
queues, while the lack of 'repeater' traffic lights on the opposite side of the junction makes visibility of
the lights difficult. Drivers leaving Morrisons car park and turning right onto Castlegate (towards Norton)
have obstructed visibility of oncoming traffic due to parked vans/cars (often on double yellow lines) on
Castlegate close to the junction.
Traffic coming to or coming from Church St Norton over rail line - a one-way system down Blackboards
toward Asda would help, with a one-way system from Castlegate to train line might help.
Also, Princess Road pulling out onto Wheelergate is an issue - perhaps also needs one-way coupled
with road leading to Connie's takeaway?
Problems at the level crossings and the sequencing of traffic lights at Butcher Corner
All too frequently there are huge queues at the two main junctions - at the level crossing and Butcher's
Corner. The level crossing is due to the road layout, Butcher's Corner is due to the traffic light phasing
the roads at the crossing should be back to how it was. going over the bridge and onto church street,
and NOT heading to wellen rd.
Queing traffic, and far too many trucks taking the easy option and not obeying the limits
Railway crossing junction should be as it used to be. Norton Road (Blackboards) should be one way
Westbound as suggested. Butcher corner lights should have filter system as suggested. All proposals
are excellent ideas.
Depends on various factors - time: eg weekday, weekend, month.
Again time of day, and external factors - present corono-virus impact, weather conditions (river levels)
all affect traffic.
Use of past traffic surveys.
Effect of last traffic priority measures
I was knocked off my bike at the junction of St nick/ welham rd and lidl this morning. Traffic was v
congested and a person drove straight out of lidl dodging traffic and knocked me Clean off my bike x
Sometimes it can take up to ten minutes to get out of Church Street junction + longer when there's a
train due
Planning consent for new developments with no consideration given to infrastructure. Obvious increase
in residency has led to increase in traffic levels.
Congestion isn’t good for the environment. Free flowing traffic 100% of the time will be hard to achieve
because of the level crossing, but this junction has to much going on at it and is the main cause. The
main problem is that cars trying to get out of church street to go up Malton don’t have good visibility of
traffic coming from Welham Road, it is a very difficult junction to get out of when busy. I approach
Malton from Welham road so the new priority made it better for me but I would prefer the priority put
back to how it was as Welham road had good visibility to get out when it was Church streets priority.
Blackboards should be one way.
Ignorant traffic flow changes of a few years ago needs putting back to how it was
Limit on bridge made congestion through town and the constant road works makes traffic worse,
building more houses the more road users the more traffic
At times during the day and often related to train crossing and peak commute times traffic can back up
on a number of routes
Cars use cut through roads to miss main junctions. Makes it very dangerous as cyclist and pedestrian.
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Since the changing on junction between malton & norton the traffic builds along norton Main Street & it
is very hard pulling across the railway junction, it feels much more apprehensive in a car.
Very difficult to get out of junction at church street to go over level crossing because you can't see
welham road properly, cars coming over county bridge don't indicate to turn left and cars coming out of
blackboards you have no idea where they plan to go and on top of all that you have to watch out for
level crossing coming down
There is congestion, danger to pedestrians and cycles, and poor air quality.
As a pedestrian it can be dangerous and at busy times you need to take your life in your own hands to
get over the crossing. Driving again frustrating at busy times. Tend to use Nicholas Street to avoid the
junction from Church Street over the crossing. A right filter needed both ways at butcher corner.
Because there is only one river crossing and everything is concentrated in a small area. The extra
trains will make congestion worse.
There has been no investment or improvements to the road infrastructure in central Malton and Norton
for decades. The town puts up with congestion at a level that would be unimaginable in other North
Yorkshire market towns. Ideally a southern relief road should be built from York Road to Scarborough
Road. However, any short term/lower cost improvements would be welcome
Change the right of way back to how it was originally at the level crossing.
As a resident of Old Maltongate with a young family I feel the authorities have completely neglected
their legal and moral responsibilities in relation to air quality improvement and traffic management more
generally. Traffic levels have noticeably increased despite brambling fields works (perhaps due to the
farcical delay in implementing the recommended secondary measures, perhaps due to the modelling
assessment which predicted a 33% traffic reduction being made in Saturn - a tool unfit for this job,
which required microsimulation), ridiculously large vehicles are able to freely navigate the town causing
physical damage to mine and neighbours properties, and the south side footways leading to butcher
corner along old Maltongate are so narrow that hgv wing mirrors clip pedestrians. The decision to
restrict large vehicles from Highfield Lane has unnecessarily diverted more traffic through the town and
various conflicting and contradictory 'improvements' have been made over recent years. Instead of
implementing ludicrously over-engineered new roundabouts at top of wheelgate associated with new
development, why wasn't developer funding put into more useful town improvements? The measures
proposed in this strategy are completely superficial, where the issues affecting residents call for radical
solutions to prevent the insane traffic levels from impact our health and wellbeing. The consultation
references air quality assessment on Castle Gate, neglecting to mention that the issue extends to old
Maltongate, wheelgate, yorkers gate and church hill also (did the assessment also look at these
locations, and if not is it technically compliant??). Previous assessments have pointed to the need to
promote sustainable modes of transport, where the size and volume of traffic inhibits me walking in
parts of town (particularly butcher corner area) with my family, let alone cycling! The fact that the
consultation information is so superficial and the technical studies and assessments are not made
available to the public as part of the process completely undermines the consultation and reveals the
low opinion in which the Councils hold their beleaguered residents. Far more radical solutions are
required to reduce, restrict and lessen he impact of vehicular traffic in the towns and at butcher corner
area in particular
Traveling from Norton to malton is an issue due to congestion on Church St, over level crossing and up
Castlegate.
The junction at the railway crossing is a bottleneck. The lights at the Malton crossroads are not as
effective as they can be. Too much traffic coming through town from a64 because you can’t enter and
exit at all junctions in all directions
Our infrastructure is very poor. People use their cars for small journeys. Cars are prioritised over all
other means of transport.
The volume of traffic going through Norton and Malton is ridiculous and the road network simply cannot
cope.
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St Nicholas Street is used as a rat run to get in the flow of traffic over the crossing. When walking into
Malton from Norton, after going over the crossing, a pedestrian is very vulnerable standing to cross
Norton Road with traffic turning left after the crossing. I think making it one way, extending the existing
footpath and widening the crossing/Norton Road junction is a very good idea.
There are near misses on a daily basis at butcher corner. Trying to cross the road as a pedestrian at
butcher corner is very dangerous due to the unsatisfactory sequence of the traffic lights. Castlegate is
frequently choked up with traffic at the entrance to Morrison's, especially at the busy afternoon rush
hour. The level crossing has seen several accidents since the priorities were changed .
Not enough road links, and you have caused chaos with the level crossing! How about a bridge over
the train track somewhere on welham road? Maybe a road that links right up to the top of Malton ready
for the A64 wouldn’t that be handy for the new petrol station that you have agreed to.
I really think a traffic light system will just cause blockage in all directions. Look what new biggin used
to be like. That’s much better now. A large one way system could be the answer, like leeman road in
york. Please look in to this!
Norton Matters is Tory Propaganda
Have to time journeys to avoid the train barrier
Due to the amount of new housing in Malton and norton you cannot expect the current road network to
work. We only have one crossing . You need to spend more time pulling traffic away from the crossing.
What ever you do at the crossing there will always be trafic building up and air pollution will always be
there. All your doing when you change the crossing layout you just move the problem from one road to
another. You need to make it easier to get traffic to use the bypass on all available road links, give
drivers more options and they will use them instead of beeing stuck at lights or stuck waiting for a train,
or stuck at a crossing unable to get out.
Congestion only occurs because of the awful junction by the railway crossing and the mess that is
having a major supermarket (morrisons) opening onto the main road like it does. The actual amount of
traffic is very light compared to York for example.
I sit in traffic a lot and when I use the bypass it’s a long way round to sit in traffic at the other side
The level crossing between Norton and Malton is horrid.
Pollution issues and terrifyingly big lorries in relatively narrow streets
Put traffic priorities back to how they were at level crossing and all will be well
At certain times of day it is very busy not helped by people turning into/out of roads the wrong way
The congestion in my experience as a transport worker of almost 30 years, is down to two main
reasons - 1) the lack of full and proper interchanges on the A64 Malton Bypass at two locations a)
where the B1248 joins the A64 and b) where the B1257 crosses the A64, 2) Malton railway crossing
being the ONLY viable route between Malton and Norton for most local journeys.
The flow of traffic doesn't work, it blocks up. Definitely needs re thinking
The amount of thro traffic from Malton through Norton as a alternative route from outside of town
instead of the A64,
Also the free parking area outside the newsagents on Castle Gate is one congestion area that causes
more harm than good with Morrisons so close, if removed it would be a safer turning.
Traffic backing up at several junctions
Level crossing closed far too long before train arrives, so holding up travel for cars etc. Butcher corner
traffic lights in need of rethinking for priorities etc. Priorities for vehicles ok at level crossing works much
better now after alterations a few years ago. Traffic lights not required as I believe will cause frustration
in all directions as well as more hold ups especially after a train has passed through.
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The amount of vehicles that travel through the centre is ridiculous and avoidable in so many ways there
could be another three slip roads on the A64 Malton bypass which is always quiet and hardly gets used
by locals it is a perfect road and has and so many issues could be resolved within the towns
It can take 20mins or more or travel two miles. The level crossing is dangerous or all users and is a
pinch point where all types of users come together in a very small space.
Another level crossing is needed that can make use of Station Rd bridge. Norton Rd by Asda should go
to it and close the dangerous exit/entrance by the existing level crossing. Stop the stupid waste of
money patching roads without sealing around them with hot tar. The water just gets underneath and
lifts in the frosts. Langton Road and Millside are an insult to us council tax payers.
Congestion is an issue at peak times and especially when the traffic is held for the train service.
Crossings require improvement for pedestrians.
Lack of access to eastbound carriageway from York road industrial estate.
Railway crossing junctions need to be made into one way circular route
Because of the way the exits and access roads work on the A64 to and from Malton. The railway
crossing. The change of junction at the railway crossing. Lorries that should never even come through
the town. Rat runs that have been created using St Nicholas Street and the closure of Pasture Lane at
the traffic lights at the top of Newbiggin making Princess Road and Wentworth Street a rat run. The
crossroad junction of Princess Road, Newbiggin and Spital Street is far too small and traffic has to
mount the pavement it is unsafe for people on the pavements. This could be solved by making
Wentworth Street a dead end. I have asking continuously to have the traffic monitored on Wentworth
Street but the excuse comes back of the Covid restrictions. I do not understand this as all the work is
conducted outdoors. When the road modelling is undertaken the scale of the size of the junctions is not
taken into consideration. Something needs to be done as not only has traffic increased on Wentworth
Street but the drivers are speeding. It is totally outrageous and as far as I can see no one even cares.
Perhaps that’s because the people who change traffic junctions don’t even live in the towns they effect
nor do they care about the consequences these changes have on residents. Common sense there is
non.
Cycling is difficult as more often than not motor vehicle want your space! Norton to Malton in Summer
is a problem, better junction control would help, also better signage to encourage traffic from the
B1248 to travel via Scarborough Road and the bypass to get to Flamingoland/Pickering and the North
Yorkshire Moors.
Too many vehicles squeezing into an old road layout.
The air quality is being negatively impacted by cars stationary with their engines running.
As long as everyone observes the existing rules it works, but impatience makes some people
inconsiderate. Too many people turn right down Norton Road from the bridge.
The access to Malton from Norton and vice versa, we need more two way travel not less, Blackboards
ie Norton Road is wide enough to have two way traffic and a new footpath, Railway St will be
congested more especially near Yates ,And the one way system at the crossing will really make St
Nicholas St congested with traffic especially with all the parked cars especially with large vehicles for
deliveries, a mini roundabout at the crossing would be a much better idea giving everyone a fair access
to all Roads,
Car that trvel to fast. There should be a max speed ok 20mph.some of the roads are to rough for bike .
No parking on mill street or castle street.The railway junction is a nightmare for walking,cycling,and
driving
Too many vehicles, poor traffic flow,
Slow journey times. Dangerous trying to get our of the Church Street Junction going towards Malton as
the left hand view is restricted.
At busy times ie school leaving/starting and starting/leaving work times especially if there are trains.
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With the unannounced junction priority change at the level crossing this has led to longer waiting times
at peak periods to exit Churh Street and causes a back log of traffic up into Commercial Street.
The lack of a right turn filter light causes conjestion when waiting to turn right towards Pickering which
in turn leads to longer quese down Castlegate.
Action needs to be taken against drivers turning right into Norton Rd from the County bridge as it is
clearly marked as a no right turn, but drivers know they will get away with it as ther is no definate
policing. An infringment camera should be fitted so that every offender is caught making it safeer for
pedestrians to cross.
Traffic priority changes have made it worse for getting into Malton from Norton.
During rush hour/school pick up time, it is quicker to go out of town, round and back in than to persue
going through the town centre
Large vehicles should be encouraged to bypass town centre if they do not have to enter for deliveries.
Look at options to provide rail & river crossings (bridge or tunnel) on the outskirts of the town instead of
everything having to use the present congested County Bridge crossing
It appears that any solution becomes a problem for some sections of the community. It would be
interesting to know if any full time physical study of the traffic problem have been done, not computer
modelling. In other words finding out where the problem really lies, and present this to section of the
community feeling most unhappy, demonstrating that their complaint is not the major reason for
change. CCTV at “critical” points to observe and identify vehicle drivers not adhering to the “rules of the
road” and causing accidents or “near misses”, not unlike automotive “speed cameras” operated by the
police, issuing warnings or fines automatically.
Amount of have going through town to get from a64 to Beverly Road fir example
Overall traffic levels throughout Malton and Norton are too high. Some causes are through traffic from
the Beverly/Hull road joining in Norton. If that traffic is travelling north it then often continues through to
Malton and beyond. The lack of a full junction at the York end of the Malton bypass (A64) that causes
some traffic, including heavy goods vehicles, to travel through the town(s) to reach the A64.
Since changing the give way signs at the level crossing those travelling from Norton to malton are
disadvantaged
Too many junctions coming together at once next to the level crossing - there is no way of resolving
this however as whoever has precedence that area will have a knock on effect for the other junctions
Since the changes at levelcrossing
As identified in the study of Welham Road junction,hazard to pedestrians,air pollution ,long delays etc
Too much traffic to supermarkets close to level crossing which stays down for a ridiculous amount of
time.
Constant queuing traffic, cars parked at the side of narrow roads
The supermarkets cause a lot of traffic. The level crossing stays down aquite a while, causing a build
up. People pulling out of blackboards also slows it down massively.
Traffic on wheelgate, yorkersgate and the ridiculous new junction at the railway line.
Because you will reduce traffic, rather than improve roundabouts, improve traffic signals and connect
all bridges over Malton bypass to the actual bypass.
A five year old could do a better job, just look at the new layout on county bridge, I could sort that in five
minutes.
You will take no notice of the people of Malton, the is just a back covering exercise to say you have.
Not happy you changed the crossing at the crossing in Norton
Not too bad at present, but will be major issues once lockdown ends and train service increases.
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Poor access to/from industrial estates means too much heavy traffic using centre of town. Also traffic
light management in town centre is a joke.
The volume of traffic is not significant but the current (and previous) layouts have meant it has not been
efficiently managed.
Historically the two towns were separated by the river; now the division is by the railway with its
(frequently closed) bottle-neck of the level crossing. The treatment of the two as one entity has led to
an enormous increase in the need for residents to pass between the towns, with the infrastructure
barely able to cope. The only long-term solution is to restore the mutual independence of the two
towns: reinstate the supervised recycling centre in Norton, organize medical facilities and dentists on
the Norton side of the railway line, encourage more commercial and business premises in Norton town
centre (which used to have a surgery, a branch of a bank, solicitors, estate agents and many more
shops). Tinkering with road lay-outs has not worked and will not.
The traffic at railway crossing is a night mare. But traffice lights would be brilliant as traffice would flow
well. And butchers corner also needs a filter light up to old malton
No attention paid to infrastructure as a result of a massive increase in home building.
congestion is caused by the badly laid out junction at Church Street.
I just feel the way the system worked before the change was going well.. why change it .
Vehicles need to be able to turn off a64 at York road west bound. The bypass is underused & Beverley
road and Scarborough road need linking out of town. Less traffic in these areas will ease congestion
enough to be at an acceptable level.
Traffic jams through the town and large lorries using small routes as cut throughs are now a major
issue but the biggest problem by far is excessive quantities of new housing with zero road
infrastructure put in place to alleviate the new volume of traffic.
At rush hours congestion can be very bad.
Lack of access to bypass from new housing development and western end of bypass.
Not necessarily congestion.... as in massive long gridlock, but very busy traffic, narrow footpaths and
careless driving lead to unpleasant standing traffic and idiots driving too quickly round town.
As a resident in St Nicholas Street it has been a poor living experience since the priority system was
changed at the Welham Road and Church Street junction with a significant amount of additional traffic
using St Nicholas Street as a rat run to jump to queue. I'm not sure whether the Council has measured
the air quality in St Nicholas Street since the changes but I would assert it will be poorer as a result by
dint of increased traffic and stationary vehicles waiting for the level crossing with their engines running.
Any change which reduces traffic through St Nicholas Street would be enormously welcome.
Air pollution and lots of unnecessary car journeys make necessary journeys difficult. Plus the attitudes
of drivers stuck in traffic makes it very difficult and dangerous to walk in some locations.
Constant queuing at traffic lights and at level crossing due to too much traffic
It kind of is what it is. The more houses that get build the more people move to the towns the more cars
on the road
Cars back up on church street as far as the eye can see when there is a train.
traffic queueing from Norton (church street) to cross over the level crossing comes to a standstill most
of the time as the priority was changed to the less busy Wellham road.
The diversion of HGV's from Hovingham past two primary schools with narrow junction at Old Malton
(Highfield road) is ridiculous. With the amount of new build housing developments along that area
(Taylor Whimpey, Copperfields & Duchy) why wasn't there access and ingress to & from the A64 at
Bramham junction (B1257) or from the new developments as they back onto the A64.
The traffic crossing from Norton to Malton (and vice versa) will surely increase with the new Ebor
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Chase development and the proposed new build housing development of 600 dwellings near Norton
Lodge on Beverley road in Norton.
I'm more bothered about the lack of maintenance of the roads in malton and Norton than congestion,
and that brings me to another point you restrict hgv access through the town centre which puts more
traffic on areas on the outskirts of town specifically Highfield Road, the roads are destroyed because of
heavy use from hgvs the speed bumps are causing damage to cars because they are totally destroyed
chunks out of them potholes etc. Then there is also the lack of safe crossing on that road there should
be a pedestrian crossing at least, since you have forced more vehicles to use it because of the town
and crossing restrictions
Too many heavy goods vehicles that are too large for the narrow streets and too heavy for the road
structure
Castlegate,Level Crossing, Butchers Corner, Market Place all get heavily congested,can be unsafe
when cycling, concern about pollution and the time it takes to get through town.
The centre where the trsffic lights are that conect Yorkersgate to main street, terrible when big
articulated wagons are turning. There was a bypass made for this purpose but seemingly they don’t all
use it??? There are still wagons going through town. How people have not been wiped out when
waiting to cross when the wagons are turning, particularly left onto yorkersgate heading up from Norton
area they mount the pavement cause they are too big to swing round. But nothing will change, don’t
even know why I bothering filling this out cause nothing will be done. Waste of time saying our bit. Why
these surveys are put to us when nothing gets done regarding whatever they are asking you about.
Just makes them look like they care and are concerned. But like day nothing will change!
The railway crossing and butchers corner are a constant problem.
The design of the junction over the railway crossing is flawed and dangerous. The lights at the
crossroads in Malton need to be smart as their sequence isn’t reflective of traffic flow.
The access for buses to the bus station and exit from it is very poor, and the roads are too narrow for
buses to turn into and out of
Too many vehicles trying to use a road network that wasn't designed for that capacity. Most will be
travelling extremely short distances from and to locations within the two towns. A key point is travel
between Norton and Malton funnelled to the railway crossing and the impact of the crossing gates
closing, along with the lunacy of allowing a busy supermarket in possibly the most stupid place possible
all those years ago (Morrisons). There are precious little safe cycle routes and new housing
development is moving people ever further from the town centres.
I think drivers need to learn how they drive and who has right to give way and not to give way at
junctions and roundabouts
Traffic lights butcher corner
The build-up of traffic within the towns is of concern, due to environmental considerations in particular.
Yorkersgate can get very congested. Church street can get very congested. Neither of these things
greatly affect me
Before and after school traffic is an issue, particularly down St Nicholas Street.
The congestion at Butchers Corner particularly affects air quality, causes tail back in all directions and
can cause car drivers frustration leading to lose of temper and possible verbal abuse.
The junctions near the railway crossing needs addressing. It is unsafe for pedestrians and vehicles.
It needs a safe footpath over the railway line especially on the left coming from Norton.
The junction Church Street/ Welham road needs changing back to give way at welham Road.
Traffic flow exiting Norton Road onto the castle bridge is an issue.
Need another bridge to get past railway crossing
There are bottlenecks of traffic it does not flow well
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Too many large lorries. Building of Morrisons supermarket has certainly increased the flow of traffic
detrimentally in the town.
Castlegate to malton gate is terrible no green filter at present.
Church St Norton traffic terrible especially after a train. People using St Nicholas Street as a rat run.
Signals should assist?
There is too much traffic through Malton routed to other areas such as Pickering, Helmsley. In
particular there is far too much HGV traffic through the town centre – using the short cut via
Horsemarket Road / Victoria Road and along Peasey Hill / Highfield to get to the A169 and the A64.
Congestion along Castlegate & Wheelgate is also very bad at certain times of the day. On market days
the cattle market area is almost inaccessible because of lorries and livestock transporters + other types
of HGV.
The level crossing is an issue as are many of the mini roundabouts. Visibility at junctions is not always
great due to small junctions. Which can cause delays as people hesitate to pull out, or have to change
their course of action suddenly when oncoming traffic comes into view.
Smart traffic management systems could help with these visibility problems.
Traffic on St Nicholas Street is also an issue with residents requiring on street parking, but the road
being used as a short cut for many. A one way system here(traffic flow from Langton Road to welham
Road) could possibly help to reduce congestion as traffic would no longer be struggling to pass by in
both directions. Access to the St Nicholas Street car park from church Street could remain in place.
There are so many lorries using Horsemaret Road and Victoria Road as a short cut through Malton:
often speeding. The deterrents that have been placed, by the dance school, do not make any
difference.
The banning of LGV's on Castlegate was a very bad move. Taking the long detour round Old Malton
and Scarborough Road, Norton is causing congestion and bad air quality in these areas.
Traffic lights at Butcher corner are not in tune with the volumes of traffic in different directions and
turning right from Yorkersgate and Wheelgate often leaves one or more vehicles in " no-mans land"
after the lights have changed. This can lead to a potentially dangerous situation if a large vehicle is
turning left from Castlegate. The filtration arrow from Yorkersgate does not always come on even when
there are many vehicles waiting to advance.
Traffic has always been bad though it improved when the bypass was built. Subsequently there have
been a huge increase in the size of the local population which has put more vehicles on the roads
within the town this coupled with the towns popularity with events such as food markets and the like
has added to traffic volumes. Heavy vehicles short cut through the town and are using industrial
estates which again has added to congestion. This is a tough nut to crack.
It can take up to 20 mins to get from Norton to Malton due to rounder bouts and level crossing were no
one has any idea who has the right of way
There's a bit of congestion but it's a dream to drive around Malton compared with Bradford (where I've
come from) and other cities.
eg if I set off a bit late for work it would take 70 minutes to do 7 miles. Nothing like that in Malton.
I don't use the car as it is often quicker to walk due to the congestion. Some junctions are quite
dangerous, eg railway crossing, for vehicles, bikes and pedestrians. Long queues at the traffic lights
particularly Castlegate and Yorkersgate, which aren't helped with vehicles stopping to deliver etc.
As a small town Malton and Norton do not have the traffic volumes to cause major congestion most of
the time. However, there are pinch points and some issues which should be addressed
The last changes made to the railway crossing junction just do not work and have made St Nicholas
Street a very different place for people who live there. If you try to go go Malton via Church Street you
can sometimes wait 10-15 minutes to get out of the junction. I don't understand the need to expand the
train timetable to four trains an hour, especially as the two that go through now are never full so this is
going to impact greatly on the already problematic junction.
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Changing priority at rail crossing has definitely reduced congestion
Railway crossing creates build up of queues when closed. Traffic lights cause massive queues
throughout the day.
A lot of traffic is using St Nichols Street (a residential street) as route to travel from Norton to Malton
when it should be on Church Street but the current junction layout at the level crossing means that
traffic in Church St is more likely to have to queue.
Access out of Norton Road on to the level crossing is badly hindered by poor site lines.
Poor provision for pedestrians - priority to road traffic.
Traffic lights at Butcher Corner cause queuing and jumping of the lights - traffic is often still moving
when the green man comes on for pedestrians.
The cross roads at the traffic lights in malton needs the light times altering to allow more vehicles to
have access towards Morrison and Norton
always queues
Volume of vehicles including HGV and agricultural vehicles which appear to travel at excess speed.
Not enough separate roads to areas (ie, Norton from A64 or the Industrial Park near Highfield, Malton)
which causes disruption; particularly at school times.
The level crossing causes tail back when the barriers are down for trains passing. The new layout for
traffic priority is ridiculous and causes more traffic tailbacks on Commercial Street.
Yorkersgate, Castlgate and Norton Rd area gets very congested especially when the level crossing is
down. Fumes from vehicles are bad when walking along these areas. Journey times increased.
Can't understand why so many hgvs use highfield road past the school
The crossing comes down and everything stops and takes ages to recover. If Northern ever get the
second service after Covid it's going to get worse.
The level crossing time closed needs to be reduced. Restore Church At as the Main road NOT Welham
Rd. Do not make NORTON Rd one way.
The traffic in Malton and Norton is a disgrace. I live on Old Maltongate and cannot believe how
residents are treated. There are about twenty homes here with old people and children resident and yet
the council does not care. The road surface is appalling and so the number of huge vehicles that
increasingly enter the town shake and crash down the street. Seeing as this street has a number of
listed historical houses, the constant shaking is very worrying. Large vehicles need to be banned from
the centre of the town and we need to stop sending every vehicle up Old Maltongate. The speed limit
should be 20 in the town. The Livestock Market needs to be moved out of the centre and it would help
if Morrisons also moved as it has outgrown its site and causes more traffic. The Council has allowed
huge developments in the shape of Broughton Manor and Copperfields but not actually improved the
road. We need more access to the A64.
Butcher Corner needs to be changed, stop traffic using Old Maltongate to get to the A64.
Malton needs a proper ring road. No idea why the junction on York Road on to the A64 only has access
to one lane and why Broughton Manor was never given access to the A64. As the Council clearly
wants the town to grow and as Ryedale as a whole grows this is only going to get worse. Ban most
traffic from the roads radiating off Butcher Corner and create a ring road to take traffic around Malton
and Norton.
We need to ban HGVS, they are ruining everything.
Malton needs a proper bypass with access to the A64 for all lanes, shocking how we only have it at Old
Malton.
There are often long queues on Newbiggin southbound, and these can extend as far as the level
crossing.
Turning right out of Church Street can also be a challenge, and the current junction markings are
extremely unclear; I tend to use this intersection as a cyclist, and am nervous every time I do so
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Malton and Norton have had traffic issues for years. We need to fix access to the A64 and minimise
what traffic can drive through the centre. The town centre is actually very populated and needs to be
treated like Langton Road which has traffic calming measures like a 20 mph speed limit and those
islands forcing only one line of traffic to go at one time. This should apply to Old Maltongate and
Castlegate.
The traffic lights in the town centre often don't work. Not enough priority is given to traffic turning right
at the lights to go towards Morrisons. The green arrow at the end of the sequence sometimes doesn't
happen leaving traffic stranded in the middle of the junction. Very litle thought has gone into making
cycling safer. Cars are approaching from the York end way above the speed limit. The new chicane
does not allow a safe through lane for cyclists funneling them into the path of careless drivers making it
useless.
The traffic in Malton and Norton is unacceptable.
In summer you're stuck in traffic as every holiday maker is directed through Malton when the A64
comes to a stop. We need to make the centre of Malton not a cut through. Shut off Butcher Corner to
traffic.
Malton/Norton needs a by-pass.
Ban HGVs and move the Livestock Market.
We need to stop making Malton a rat run for the A64.
You have standing traffic constantly due to holiday makers, other villages trying to get to the poorly
place Morrisons, traffic waiting as the train passes through and huge numbers of vehicles for the
livestock market.
I live on Old Maltongate and feel that we have put up with a lot as residents.
Traffic has simply got worse and there are no real plans ever to tackle it. Instead more businesses
open, more houses open and we are left to suffer the consequences.
Bridge crossing in Norton is terrible !! And if road works even worse and flooding ! I’ve personally seen
three accidents there and don’t often go that way . Crossing road near princess st in Malton really hard
and dangerous - also - there should be speed camera on newbiggin - used as a race track - and now
they have changed the road layout going towards Amotherby- the new estate traffic use Wentworth
street as a rat run - this road needs staggered traffic calming or sleeping policemen as cars do speed
and there are houses all along Wentworth ... or to be 20mph and access only for legit reasons ... was
inevitable with other changes - and leads to problems on princess road high st Malton junction - which
you know has many accidents
We need a proper ring road.
Ban large vehicles. create cycle paths down Old Maltongate, Castlegate, Yorkersgate and Wheelgate.
Reduce traffic to one lane/one direction.
Both towns keep getting bigger but access remains the same, more families and cars every year. So,
no matter how many times the directions of the traffic and signs are changed would not fix the problem.
So better planning or more infrastructure needed is needed.
Nightmare trying to get through town during the day
Poor road design leads to both increased congestion over the railway/river crossing and increased
traffic using local villages as rat runs.
Access to A64 at York Rd only allows you to go to York. A roundabout at this end of town would reduce
some of the traffic from having to go through town and through Old Malton. Butcher corner also a
problem. Traffic turning right from Old Maltongate often holds up traffic flow in fact turning right from
any of the 4 roads at Butcher corner is not easy! As more houses are built the traffic increases. Not a
surprise to residents but it ends up with trying to make the best of a bad job. Proactive thinking on
roads before increasing houses would be better.
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The level crossing road markings unclear as worn away
There is too much traffic and the existing junctions don’t work causing standing traffic particularly at
busy periods.
You know that there is an issue - surely that is the whole reason why you are conducting this survey!
Malton and Norton deserve better.
Too many lorries through the towns. I think they should be limited to after 6pm as they are in other
countries. They park on no parking areas to do their deliveries and cause major tailbacks. They also
come into the paths where roads are tight.
Gets very busy around Morrissons and traffic lights
Peak time congestion.
Overall not too bad when compared to living in a city
But could be improved
Because you don't listen, you don't live locally, a trip every now and then doesn't give a propper view
of the situation
I do t think it is as bad as it was. I think the revised priorities at the rail crossing help reduce congestion
from Malton into Norton
Time pollution safety
Congestion issues not given the consideration it should when planning permission given for new
developments. HGVs have to drive through Malton and Norton to access business parks, cars as well.
Better access to A64 from all sides would reduce congestion.
The new junction at chutch Street does not work. Too much traffic coming through town from Beverly
Rd trying to get onto the a64. Drivers not reading the road signs correctly ie turning right down black
boards.
Butchers corner, four way traffic light especially if coming from Yorkers Gate turning right to Norton
needs longer filters at busier times. The same for any turning as to my observations only allows 2 max
3 cars. Norton St Nicolas St is a rat run due to change in priority at the railway crossing. But don’t know
how you’ll change that.
Given that Malton and Norton are relatively small there should be no congestion. Congestion causes
pollution, extended journey times and frustrated motorists.
Since the priority has changed on the railway crossing, traffic near the petrol station is always heavy, it
has negative for the community who are living on the Norton area.
I do travel to work everyday from Norton to Malton, since the priority has changed, I need to setup from
home 10 minutes earlier every day. Specially in busy days, sometimes I used to be late because of the
traffic near the petrol station.
It's a nightmare to get through in a car, particularly at busy times. The junction at the railway crossing is
badly designed. It doesn't help traffic flow and lines of sight are poor.
Malton and Norton deserve better treatment, for years we have been overlooked.
Too much through traffic for narrow market town roads. Also heavy goods vehicles directed passed
schools and vulnerable people's residence in attempt to avoid town centre.
We need a proper bypass with access to the A64 (at least three junctions for Malton) to deal with the
huge number of business traffic we have, the increase in holiday traffic and the growing population due
to the council allowing more and more houses to be built.
The layout of the town forces all traffic to the same junctions (eg Butchers corner).
Having more junctions to the A64 - eg being able to join and leave the A64 in both directions at Musley
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Bank, and perhaps a new junction permitting residents of the new Malton estates to access the A64
without having to go through town - could be transformative to traffic volumes.
This would make walking more pleasant and cycling less dangerous too.
In addition, another means to cross the river for residents going to and from Norton would make the
Morrisons / railway traffic much less congested.
Air pollution and congestion are too problems ravaging Malton and Norton.
Noise pollution from the sheer number of vehicles we allow into the centre of town also wreck havoc.
Every time there is a train , the traffic in church street is crazy, it takes so long to clear
Vehicles are being forced into the centre of town by badly conceived ideas to reduce pollution by
banning HGV. Poor access links to the A64, no East bound access from the York end of the bypass,
no access from Broughton and the failure to build a link from the Norton roundabout, to Beverley road
and back to the York end compound the problem.
Queues build to traffic lights on a frequent basis
Because they keep building more and more houses but have done very little to the roads to cope with
all the extra traffic
Buthchers Corner needs sorting due to the number of vehicles needing to turn right. This is made
worse by the number of large through traffic lorries - i.e. lorries that are neither originating from or
delivering too Malton / Norton and surrounding villages. Some of this traffic is using the town(s) to
travel between B1248 and A64, something needs to be done to enable them to avoid the town(s).
The HGV route over Peasey Hill needs addressing. There are too many HGV's going past school and
inappropriate roads.
Junction Norton Road Castlegate at the level crossing is a shambles. I now prefer to drive in a loop
along the A64 and come into town from the other side.
Priority for vehicles should be given to traffic from Norton on Church Street. Norton and Malton are the
same town. SIght lines at the junction with Welham Road are awful. Traffic from Welham Road is
obscured by signage and pedestrians trying to find safe way to cross the road.
Pedestrian crossing at the level crossing is very hazardous.
The "no right turn" into Norton Road is routinely ignored.
Because the priority at the level crossing has been changed and now traffic does not flow freely
Traffic is not going away with the changes suggested. We owe our residents better, especially
residents who live on busy roads.
There are long queues often caused by the railway.
Have you driven in the towns?
Hold ups at busy times at several central key points, causing delays, frustrations, unhealthy exhaust
emissions
Because traffic travelling to and from East Yorkshire cannot access the B1257 towards Hovingham
from the A64 and has to drive into Malton which is ridiculous. This coupled with the pointless weight
limit on the the bridge which makes matters worse, forcing HGVs up and over Peasey Hill passed 2
schools! They too cannot access Showfield lane industrial estate from the A64. And to point out that
HGV traffic now makes its way through the villages of Settrington and Scagglethorpe to access the A64
due to the weight limit causing terrible problems. No provisions for additional traffic in Malton were ever
discussed prior to building hundreds more houses???? They too can’t access the A64 from Broughton
Manor without travelling through Malton causing heavy traffic.
There needs to be access to the A64 at the Hovingham Road end of the town to take a lot of traffic
away from the town. Also there needs to be clear directional signs at the level crossing.
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The railway junction needs to be put back as it was
Traffic congestion
Traffic back up due to rail crossing. Affecting other routes especially rush hour
There is too much traffic travelling through the town. There is a lot of heavy goods, which the roads are
not suitable for and should not be in the town at all as it is a danger to other users. A big part of this is
the lack of access to/from the bypass from the Swinton direction.
There is also too many short journeys taken by car and no incentive to walk or cycle (as these options
are too dangerous due to congestion, vehicular size and speed and illegal parking routinely on
pedestrian ways).
Level crossing is very dangerous. Cars often parked in dangerous locations.
Apparent. The areas where congestion occurs in Malton and Norton are getting worse
We need more junctions on to the A64.
Butcher Corner crossroads are unpleasant, but I think focus should be on making it safer, rather than
necessarily less congested.
Very dangerous to walk around the area
Traffic is at a standstill at so many pinch points
Lorries going through town
We need a proper ring road with full access to the A64.
Traffic through town, particularly Church St since the road was altered, is horrific. Traffic backing up
through Norton which never happened before the change. Trying to cross the road near crossing us far
worse than before too.
There has been traffic problems for years and nothing has been done
Because of the rail crossing and lack of junction from the a64 heading towards Helmsley
Very poor links between two significant populations
Traffic flow - or rather non flow - at the lights/crossroads. The level crossing access from Norton into
Malton is an accident waiting to happen. Traffic backs up around town because there are not sufficient
filters on the lights. Etc etc
All the lorries having to go through town with not being able to go over the crossings
The railway crossing needs traffic lights or reverting back to precedence towards the petrol station.
Also the road turning left towards Asda should be one direction towards the train station. This will
improve traffic flow and safety
there is too much traffic using roads not built to accommodate it. It’s also not ideal to have so much
traffic through the town centre
Very large lorries coming through and turning at the traffic lights
Parking along the main road on the side of Yorkshire trader also this parking goes down too close to
traffic lights
lack of space makes it difficult - current arrangements are Manageable but I feel the proposals will
INCREASE traffic problems, air pollution, safety of pedestrians and motorists due to the danger that
cars could get stranded on the railway crossing ADD to that the increase in train frequency and you are
creating MAJOR problems.
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Table A-2 - Q6. Do you have any other comments on the proposed changes to the Butcher
Corner junction? (Optional) (Please do not include any personal or sensitive information
here)
Open Ended Response
Getting a round about at York end of A64 will reduce having to travel through town to get to - from York
road industrial estate . This would help reduce the amount of cars- trucks . Also getting the Beverley
road to A64 bypass road done would also stop the need for traffic to travel into town.
The most important change is to ensure that the HGVs understand they cannot cross the county
bridge. Proper signage needs to be put in place and some smart cameras for enforcement. . Butcher
corner is not safe for pedestrians whilst HGVs are there. I walk and cycle the road nearly every day.
The approach from Castlegate is complex because there are parking bays on the side of Castlegate
that cause traffic to stop. Then the extremely busy Morrison’s junction. The issue then is 2 lane splits
into two in a small space.
Turning from the main street up towards Florios the traffic lights will cause an accident in recent weeks
they seem to have altered for those turning right with no time allowed to turn
Having a filter arrow from Castlegate to old Maltongate would help to speed up traffic .
Also large signes at the end of Mill street turning all pickering bound traffic towards the bypass .
meaning all Pickering traffic would miss the crossing and butcher couner .
Less traffic less conjestion.
Good ides
Green arrow should run for a minimum of 30 secs. Modern technology installed to coincide with the
railway crossing being closed freeing up Castlegate to ensure flow when crossing opens. Technology
should also be installed so lights operate to meet the demand at different parts of the day.
There was a filter arrow for traffic coming from Castlegate and it was taken away for some reason.
Hope this will also alleviate issues turning right to go to station coming from Wheelgate
The pedestrian crossing facility should allow diagonal movements across the junction, similar to Oxford
Circus in London. The biggest delay at this junction is probably to pedestrians having to cross each
arm of the junction separately, for example if walking from Morrison’s to Yorkshire Trader. Having to
cross each arm separately means a delay of at least the current cycle time of the junction; has this
pedestrian delay been quantified, costed and factored into the overall junction cost benefit
assessment?
I have often come from castle gate way to turn right and the light changes before you even have time to
turn.
I don’t think people should be able to turn left out of Wells Lane: too many people use Norton Road as
a cut through. Removing the ability to jump the queue when there is more traffic would remove unnecessary congestion there leaving it clearer for buses etc who will now need to turn right.
All I can say is that something urgently needs doing but I suspect the promised changes will be nothing
more than a sticking plaster. What’s really needed is a way to mitigate the chaos caused by the traffic
generated by Morrisons. Possibly a one way system into and out of Morrisons with a new entrance or
exit added at the far end of the car park near Yates.
Green light right coming down town centre to go up yorkergate
Excellent idea to have technology installed to monitor standing traffic around Morrison's leading down
to the railway crossing, meaning traffic lights at the crossing can stay on green for longer on the main A
road route. Longer waits at the whelham road junction should deter rat running down at Nicholas street
As previous page I can only see issues with the traffic moved to queue outside Yates and Specsavers
to get to Pickering better signage on Beverly Rd diverting down Scarborough Rd to get to Pickering this
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will greatly affect shippers who need to get to Morrison’s stuck on a different road along with Coastliner
Buses
This should make turning right onto old Malton gate much easier as I usually go through town and up
Princess Street as this is sometimes easier depending on the time of day.
Makes sense and will be safer to turn across flow of traffic
Any priority will cause loss of priority for others.
Don’t do it!!
It works as is, it ain't broke so don't try and fix it. Will only makes matters worse and have everyone
complaining even more about interference from the local councillors who are trying but failing to justify
their positions.
Before the Butcher Corner junction on Castlegate near the Morrisons Junction is a section of street
parking. If this parking area was removed the traffic to Butcher Corner may flow better, and also may
help people turning out of Morrisons wanting to go right have better visibility. Maybe there is a way to
enable the businesses who rely on those parking spaces to have a section of Morrisons car park as a
compromise.
The lights do not stay on long enough but changing the lights will not change anything.
Needs longer for green man, have to rush across road when walking with kids
A simple green arrow that works every time heading down Castlegate from Yorkersgate and allowing
extra time for cars to turn up Old Maltongate. Traffic needs to be eased going down Catlegate and
turning into Morrions as this is one of the major problems and causes congestion on Castlegate
The timing of a filter light is important, and how the filter light will be triggered
This will help ease part of the congestion problem at this busy cross roads but in turn will reduce
throughput from Wheelgate. The other major issue is queuing on Yorkersgate - you only need to have
one or two cars at the head of the queue wanting to turn right into Castlegate and this holds everything
up, backing traffic up Yorkersgate towards Horsemarket Road/the Memorial. The better solution would
be to utilise the A64 that bypasses the Towns so that interchanges provide on/off use and will allow
drivers to avoid Butcher Corner completely.
Both proposals outlined above seem sensible to me and will help traffic flow better. The on concern I
have is for the increased traffic (including eastbound buses) which will have to turn right from Wells
Lane onto Castlegate. There is already a box junction here but without visible enforcement this is
frequently ignored by drivers queuing on Castlegate for the traffic signals at Butcher Corner, thus
blocking egress from Wells Lane. Visibility for traffic turning right from Wells Lane is also difficult when
a larger vehicle is at the front of the queue to turn right from Castlegate to Old Maltongate - a convex
mirror on the wall of the building opposite the Wells Lane junction would help a lot here.
The right turn arrow has been long overdue and seems to be an easy way to solve a large part of
congestion issues
The changes are likely to have a minimal effect
Ignorant traffic flow changes of a few years ago needs putting back to how it was
Too little difference, waste of money
Right turn also would be beneficial coming from Wheelgate.
Signage explaining the HGV ban
Complete waste of money
Farcically light touch for one of the county's only 3 aqma's. Traffic (and particularly heavy traffic) needs
to be taken out of the area to stop killing local residents through air quality impacts. Significant resource
needs to be directed at this, and a more radical solution is required, likely involving one way traffic. It is
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an insult to suggest these lightweight changes (particularly so long after brambling fields
implementation, whose technical reporting stated the butcher corner benefits WOULD NOT BE
REALISED without exactly this tinkering to follow immediately).
Better cycle routes
Redevelopment is needed start with a bulldozer
This doesn't go far enough. The traffic turning right on to castlegate from Yorkersgate cause
considerable traffic jams and sometimes only one car gets through the lights if someone is waiting to
turn right.
If the traffic coming up Castlegate and turning right up Old Maltongate is having a right turn green
arrow, would it not be sensible to have traffic coming down Wheelgate and turning right in to
Yorkersgate also having a right turn green arrow. The reason being that at present, when the
pedestrian crossing lights come on, there are still vehicles turning right from Wheelgate trying to get
round on to Yorkersgate and pedestrians are taking their life in their hands. The alternative would be to
have only one junction open at a time with the pedestrian crossings timed better in between.
Wonder how this would fair without lights or just lights at peak times. Obviously I mean with give way
markings and signs.
Sort the potholes and skatepark out Ey. Do something beneficial
Need a better solution to the problem of turning towards scarborough coming from the railway
station/yates. Can take ages at certain times
I support the idea of this but again most of trafic is coming from the york road ind site being the biggest
ind est in town and we don't have an option we have to travel back into center of town and down to
these lights. We wouldn't need to mess about with this if we open up the other end of the ind est road
to the a64 east bound
I support the update of tech if the tech is available which will improve the junction. We know that
governments and councils like to pretend they are investing in modern tech but aren't really buying
anything new. We particularly know NYCC are chronic liars when it comes to the roads.
I don’t see how it can be improved apart from the extra arrow
Better visibility of traffic lights would be useful
It would be very helpful if drivers could actually see a set of traffic lights when turning right to Old
Malton. At the moment you have no idea when the traffic light has turned red
So long as the new "right turn green arrow" also provides a longer duration for traffic to clear straight
and left because after all, the useable length of the right turn LANE is only about 50 yards... so if
enough traffic doesn't clear straight and left, then traffic wanting to turn right won't even be able to
reach the new "right turn green arrow".
Cameras here to spot any light jumpers etc.
Not at this stage.
It needs doing but if the traffic was diverted out of the town by a proper bypass much of the problem
would disappear. The proposed changes are an elasterplast why will no one tackle the bypass issue. It
is not rocket science.
Please allow for cyclists when designing the filter systems.
The lights are awful, at times from every direction one struggles to get out before the lights change.
It is only single line traffic upto the yellow box then it goes into 2 lanes so you could have it that only 3
peolple can only go right as it’s against the law to go two a breast before the hollow box.
There is no totally effective solution to Butcher Corner problems other than reducing traffic flow. Other
access to shopping or exploring “bypassing “ the town centre and looking at “pedestrian” only areas.
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Again this will create a problem for some people living in the areas affected - these will have to
confronted with effective data of the benefits of the changes. At the moment we have seen any data
that suggests that alternative routes would benefit the majority, the minority seem to be being pandered
to.
The current phasing of the lights often causes traffic to be caught in the centre of the junction as there
is often not enough time to clear it under the current system when the lights change.
What benefit does that bring
About time this happened
I'm pleased it's hopefully going ahead.
A Bobby in a traffic box would radically improve the present half witted attempt you have now.
Push the lines back at all four roads to allow larger vehicles round
The proposals might have marginal effects but must take into account the considerable increase in
traffic emerging from Wells Lane if other changes are implemented. The needs of pedestrians to cross
at the corner, often diagonally, must be remembered, bearing in mind the tendency of vehicles that
have been queuing for a while to still proceed when the lights have turned red.
Yes, When Black Boards (Norton Road) is made one way, to allow traffic to flow onto Castlegate from
Wells Lane it needs 'slave lights' (sorry I don't know how else to describe them) to the south of Wells
Lane on Castlegate to allow traffic to exit while the lights are changing and the pedestrian crossing is in
use. Essential for the bus to exit in both directions and to prevent the buildup of traffic on Wells Lane.
Upgrade of technology will help the flow from malton to norton. But bot norton to malton..
Either a green arrow as proposed or have each individual light controlled as was at newbiggin junction.
Traffic is allowed to travel unhindered when released individually
Something needs to change, and these seem like sensible options.
Make sure the right turn arrow from yorkersgate ALWAYS works. Make sure that more than one car
can get through the lights on yorkersgate and old Malton road.
will the new 'right turn green arrow' just slow the time for the lights to change in other directions?
Right turn arrow coming from castlegate could help but what about going down castlegate? You see
the junction jammed because of cars entering the junction when it's not safe to do so because the exit
from it is not clear, which leads to the next point, putting some thing in place to deal with the people
that run the red lights there or enter when exit is not clear and force pedestrians not to cross when the
green man in on, seen this happen many times
Please see my last comments on previous page. That was all about Butcher Corner. Something needs
to happen about the articulated wagons still using that road. Turning left off Castlegate onto
Yorkersgate they mount the pavement ad they are far too big to be able to turn. How no one had been
taken out by them is completely beyond me, I know I have come very close couple times, how they
have missed me I don’t know. But nothing will be done. Yet again a waste of time filling this out. Why
dont they use the bypass thst was bulit for them?? Im not saying all wagons but there are still too many
that go through town. But again this is waste of time cause nothing be done about it. Even after the
bypass the massive wagons still come through town!!!
The improved traffic lights must be a solution and not just a sticking plaster over the problem. These
must take into account peak traffic flows and adjust to suit and prevent congestion not add to it
Positive changes, presumably modelled effectively, but it doesn't alter the fact that there are too many
quarts being squeezed into a pint pot. The real key is to get people out of their cars, particularly for
very short journeys.
Think before putting in this change please
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With the proposal to ban eastbound/southbound traffic along Norton Road and the resultant i crease i.
Traffic turning right onto Yorkersgate from Wells Lane could consideration be given to having traffic
lights at Wells Lane to improve safety and traffic flows - integrating these into the Butcher Corner
system?
ban large lorries and tractors/trailers from town centre
Not really the lights seem to cope with the volume of traffic but do not give much time for pedestrians
Too many large lorries blocking up the roads.
Road surface also terrible bordering on dangerous. Drains are terrible when raining. Road floods at
crossing.
Yes. Let LGV's go down Castlegate
See above 4.
This must be correctly phased with all of the other traffic light systems already in situ.
Once again due to hold ups some car drivers run the risk of the red light
Consider traffic joining the main road coming up from the front and back of Yates. Have clear signage
for how this traffic joins the lanes especially for vehicles that want to get into the right lane, and some
mechanism so that leaving this clear doesn't result in queue-jumping (not a problem now but I've seen
too much atrocious behaviour).
Also make clear about pedestrians - sometimes I feel that it's not quite clear what's happening, either
as a pedestrian or as a driver coming up from the back of Yates'
I don't understand what difference the arrow will make as it will still keep traffic queued behind the
vehicles owing to only one lane being used.
The green turn right arrow is long overdue.
Butcher Corner needs to ban all large vehicles. HGVs and vehicles with trailers.
Castlegate needs to close traffic on County Bridge and direct traffic down Norton Road instead.
Old Maltongate needs traffic calming measures such as an island or simply close the lane at the
bottom as it joins Butcher Corner. Quality of life needs to be prioritised.
Local businesses drive huge vehicles up and down these roads to the detriment of local residents.
These feel like token gestures and do little to solve the issue. There is simply too much traffic in Malton.
HGVS need to stop entering or we need a proper ringroad and pedestrian Butcher Corner to
reinvigorate Yorkersgate and Wheelgate as shopping zones and places to eat.
You are often sat in traffic on Old Maltongate all the way up to the Old Lodge! This was historically a
small country lane and residents on this road should not have to deal with this.
What else will you do? This won't do much at all.
Ban HGVs.
These propositions won't really do anything. Butcher Corner needs to stop being the main crossroad for
Malton. Old Maltongate gets far too much traffic and should be a 20. Residents on the street are
overlooked.
We need to solve the traffic flow not simply do something minimal like this. We need a lower speed limit
and to ban lorries. The huge amount of loud and impractically sized traffic from York Road Industrial
Park should never have been allowed into the town centre. Fix the A64.
Pointless - won't do anything.
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Morrison's needs to move to Eden Camp. The town cannot support the number of vehicles we have
now. With the trains increasing too and the fact that everyone is directed to use Butcher Corner,
residents on Castlegate and Old Maltongate suffer.
Unacceptable.
This is almost insulting - we need real change not this.
I really don't see how this would make any meaningful difference.
We have had times on Old Maltongate where HGVs have been stuck trying to get down Greengate
(when the council have been contacted they do nothing). On Butcher Corner traffic can sometimes wait
one or two green lights as farm vehicles and large lorries etc try to make the corner.
Castlegate is usually at a standstill as cars wait to turn into Morrisons and so everyone else has to wait
and then there is the train.
What Malton needs is proper access to the A64 (York Road and Broughton Manor) and ban large
vehicles (HGVs, farm vehicles and cars with trailers) from the centre of Malton (namely crossing
Butcher Corner). The speed limit needs to be reduced to 20 as all the roads that lead off Butcher
Corner are very residential and we need further traffic calming measures.
I want real change here.
In the summer there is standing traffic outside my house all day as residents and holiday makers cut
through Malton (why do we allow Malton to become an extension of the A64?) and often times traffic
for the lights on Butcher Corner can backup all the way to East Mount.
The number of large vehicles who speed has increased (having a 40 zone just before us does not help
and every accelerates and speeds up the hill) and they cause traffic to build up as they take up so
much space waiting for lights to change.
You cannot enjoy walking to Old Malton to Orchard Field because the noise of all the rattling from
passing traffic is very very loud.
Malton needs the town centre to feel like Castlegate did recently after the flooding closed County
Bridge.
If we shut Old Maltongate and Castlegate at Butcher Corner and forced all the passing traffic from York
Road Industrial Park to use the A64 (which they rarely do) and considered a ringroad, this would
invigorate the town centre and also reduce congestion.
We need a ring road.
Just as there is an HGV ban on the level crossing, have an HGV/large vehicle on Butcher Corner.
I guess that something is better than nothing but you really have to look at the fundamental causes of a
lot of the traffic - Showfield Lane Industrial Estate, No Link to the A64 from Broughton Road, Malton
Livestock Market, Train Station position, Bus Station position, 2 x Petrol Stations in the centre of town
with nothing on the new Eden Camp development - if you a finally forward thinking enough and begin
to address these problems, then your traffic problem will be eased a lot more than changing a traffic
light
This does not stop the fact that Old Maltongate becomes and extension of the A64 when there are
accidents (which is often) or when tourists arrive (which is often). Old Malton cannot be the only full
access to the A64 in Malton. No idea why Broughton Manor was allowed to be built without a proper
junction on to the A64 and why York Road does not have access to lanes in both directions.
Malton and Norton need a proper ring road.
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Move lights further back on Castlegate to allow traffic from Wells Lane to exit easier turning right, or
extend yellow box from lights back to present box to allow traffic turning left to move and let traffic to
turn right.
This alone will not solve congestion, but will go some way to making things safer.
Just get the timing of the lights correct not letting 30 cars through on green from yorkersgate the 4
through on wheel gate.
Pedestrians to be able to stand further back from the road
When the last round of roadworks were done at Butcher Corner, the roadmarkings on the Wheelgate
side were changed from dividing the road into approximate thirds to almost a half and two quarters.
This means the right turn and the left turn/straight ahead lanes are too cramped meaning two vehicles
of larger size cannot occupy adjacent lanes without being too close to each other or one vehicle
crossing over the “centerline” for more space. The timings for the lights to allow traffic to move between
changes needs to be examined. The Yorkersgate/Old Malton axis always seems to allow more traffic
through per change than the Wheelgate/ Castlegate axis. I frequently count the vehicles whilst waiting
and this is almost always the case.
This won't change anything. Yesterday I was stuck in congestion both on Wheelgate and Old
Maltongate and later on Castlegate. A new right turn arrow doesn't change the number of vehicles.
Tourists are already arriving and the congestion is getting worse. We need to prevent traffic from using
Butcher Corner.
Pointless. What does this do? The same number of vehicles are still trying to access the town centre.
We need to move Morrison's so we don't have every person from Pickering and neighbouring villages
trying to get to the supermarket. Place it on the A64 (Eden Camp perhaps) as it is already too small for
purpose and minimise what traffic is allowed across Butcher Corner and the train crossing. We need
more roads built not silly small changes like this.
These ideas are hopeless - putting lipstick on a pig. They are dealing with a symptom, but fail to
address the underlying issue. I support them only because some change is needed, but don't pretend
this is meaningful!
We need to reduce traffic. More roads need to be built. I would close off Castlegate and Old Maltongate
which would help invigorate retail space on Wheelgate and Yorkersgate as you wouldn't have huge
numbers of HGVs passing through.
Butcher Corner needs an HGV ban immediately - even before the plans above are put into action.
As part of the proposals also include there being no access to Norton from Norton road / blackboards
the traffic controls at Butcher corner will need an extra set of lights to allow the extra traffic using Wells
lane to turn right towards Norton. How this could be factored into the existing traffic light sequencing to
maintain or improve traffic flow is unclear.
The lights need working on to improve traffic flow. Also raid needs redressing
Old Maltongate and Castlegate need better treatment. Old Maltongate gets the brunt of traffic (must be
an HGV every minute) and we need more junctions on to the A64 and to direct traffic away from
Butcher corner.
Castlegate should be made one way southbound, Yorkersgate westbound only, through-traffic stopped
in the market place, Horsemarket Rd/Victoria Rd eastbound only, lower middlecave Rd north bound
only, and Greengate and Princess St blocked off at their eastern end, with north only access to
Wentworth St car park. Peasey Hills Road North bound only, Highfield Rd eastbound only. Milton Rd
and Burke Rd and Cherry Avenue blocked off at their western end. Make all roads 20mph in all urban
areas and villages in North Yorkshire (and the world)
All options at Butcher’s Corner need a right turn green arrow to allow the traffic to clear.
Right turn arrow for traffic coming for wheel gate onto yorkersgate
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My experience is that the right turn from Newbiggin is a problem, more than from Castlegate.
Overuse of Wells Lane will become a problem needing to cut through a queue of waiting cars. Suggest
lifting righthand turn ban from Railway St onto Yorkersgate. Morrison's congestion not resolved. Ban
parking along high street near fish+chips shop and along shops. Need pedestrian crossing on
Yorkersgate near Talbot and riverside car park to get to Market Square.
Removal of parking on Castlegate will increase flow of traffic. The closure of the newsagents removed
the need for that parking as there is space within rhe supermarket car park for anyone who needs to
use the few remaining shops on Castlegate
Old Maltongate and Castlegate need traffic calming measures and traffic reduced. We need more full
junction on to the A64.
Right turn arrow seems like a good idea. I'd be in favour of reduced throughput to improve safety.
Lorries turning right
Old Maltongate is a residential neighbourhood. It will still get all the lorries and the huge numbers of
vehicles that now come in to Malton. Building new houses in Malton and Norton and in Ryedale
requires the town centre to be traffic calmed to handle it. Why should residents on Old Maltongate and
Castlegate deal with more and more houses being built?
Will it improve air quality
This doesn't change the fact that local companies like Ian Mosey and Bata drive over the speed limit
down Old Maltongate (lorries) from 6 am every day crashing and shaking houses one after the other
making life a living hell for residents there.
The above should help flow and safety
It would also help making the road heading towards the station one way
The crossing by wheel gate is currently unsafe due to the number of cars which drive across it whilst
there is a green man showing- it’s a really common occurrence
No usually avoid this area but if your proposal to make NORTON ROAD 1 way then the whole area will
soon become totally congested with ALL Norton traffic fighting the additional bus traffic and the existing
Morrison traffic together with the additional trains. The Castlegate area is the first to suffer from
flooding and closure so why would you CLOSE the only additional to NORTON.

Table A-3 - Q9. Do you have any comments on the proposed infrastructure changes?
(optional) (please do not include any personal or sensitive information here)
Open Ended Responses
See previous comment but added to that if you put both lights and a crossing all you are doing is
reducing the traffic flow and infuriating the people that pay the taxes for the upkeep of the traffic
infrastructure I.e. car, van and lorry drivers
Norton road needs to stay has it is . This was proved when the floods were on and county bridge
closed. Making it one way and narrow will cause major issues the next time flooding happens.
By having the one way system up Norton road and not Castlegate is a mistake that has been pointed
out before. The majority of people still use their cars. Habits are hard to break. Post covid more people
will continue to work from home and shop in their local community. We need to improve the built
environment so it’s safe for all road users and ensure the air quality and congestion are better
managed. If you are having the one way up Norton road. Then at the very least from the Morrison’s
junction at the bottom of Church hill that should be one way. You shouldn’t be able to cross the county
bridge from Norton to Malton. If cars want to go to Malton from Norton they will be forced to use
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Norton rd. traffic exiting Morrison’s will still be able to turn left up Castlegate. This would help
regenerate the Castlegate area as it would reduce congestion and pollution
The current arrangements need changing. Traffic lights are a good idea.
The junction is dangerous since it was changed. Those who made the change which has resulted in
these extra dangers and required amendments should be held accountable in the court of law should
anything happen. These previous already implemented changes to the right of the way at the level
crossings require transparent reasonings to be made public
A one way system is going to make me less likely to use public transport as it will increase the journey
time. I think a one way system is a bad idea.
I am in full support of the plans - I think it will really improve the current situation
Feel it will cause a lot more congestion else where and most likely increase the traffic flow past malton
primary school a lot
The proposed changes will make no difference whatsoever and will in fact make the problem
significantly worse. If it is controlled by traffic lights instead of free flow then you are causing more
congestion. The one way street proposal on Norton Road is going the wrong way, it needs to be
Eastbound towards the train station.
Very good idea to give everyone a chance and to keep people safe.
Where are dedicated cycle paths throughout the 2 towns?
I think traffic lights around the railway line is a good idea. As a resident of saint Nicholas street I worry
that people will still rat run down our street, especially when the new BP garage is built. I would support
a one way system on at Nicholas street from whelham road to the car park to prevent rat running. This
was supposed to happen a couple of years ago but was withdrawn by NYCC which was very frustrating
and should be reconsidered as part of this scheme.
I don't think the lights will change or ease the congestion that currently exists even if they are
sequenced correctly. ie Church Street carries far more traffic than Welham Road. They must also
marry up with and work in conjunction with the Butcher Corner lights to ensure a free flow of traffic. At
the end of the day the problem that causes congestion is the railway crossing itself and there is nothing
you can do to change that except to ban trains! If you don't try it then you will not know. At the end of
the day motorised vehicles and their drivers need to be encouraged to use the bypass. I say again
build the road from Norton over to Scarborough Road and create and word better road signage to
encourage people to use the Bypass. It's quicker more often than not.
A mini roundabout would suit the situation better at the crossing.
Support all efforts to resolve problems at this complex junction for all road users
Making Norton Road will increase traffic delay and disruption at the castle gate junction with Wells
Lane, particularly for public transport.
Change priority back at church street traffic flowed better before
There needs to be more cycle lanes on the roads has it gets bad with traffic and some road uses don’t
give enough space for cycling
I think this the most appropriate option considering the alternatives. The current option is certainly
much safer for those travelling down Welham Road as previously, waiting to turn right blocked other
traffic and often meant you were stuck on the keep clear area through no fault of your own.
Although I think urgent changes are needed my suspicion is that adding another set of traffic lights will
end up in complete gridlock along Castlegate.
Why can’t all cars coming from church street be forced to turn left only and a roundabout installed in
front of Lidl this will take away the biggest danger of cars turning right out of church street.
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Approve of all the alterations in this area, the residents of Saint Nicholas Street have been calling for
these improvements for year's. The only other alteration I feel needs to be done is a one way system
on Saint Nicholas Street from whelham road to the car park. I believe that people will still use the street
as a rat run and it will become worse when the BP garage is built. It's time the residents on this street
had some peace and quiet and an improved air quality and less noise pollution.
The original layout of the junction should never have been changed, with the priority from church street
to castlegate not welham road to castlegate. It lead to utter chaos that has never improved. Put it back
how it was and save some time and money
If Norton road is one way the buses will then need to go back through middle of malton!
They do not go far enough and are a muddle of earlier reports. So Castlegate is going to be impacted
with poorer air quality and buses now being added to Castlegate.
Again pushing traffic down a highly parked street St Nicholas St that causes more blockages with
residents cars absolutely madness pedestrian safety crossing is important or Lidl but I really think
having one way roads only leads to congestion elsewhere slower traffic effectively hampering breathing
Make sure you stop lorries in town
Feels like your overlooking that norton road becomes closed when work on the flood defences are
been done. Also when the county bridge was closed due to high water levels norton road was heavily
used with no issues. If you add a footpath to the other side of the road and take some of the road when
doing it then you stop ppl using norton road like that again next time that bridge is closed due to high
water levels. Cycle lane is fine as long as we arent losing any of that road to a footpath incase its
needed as a road again if weather issues get that bad again.
On the whole traffic flows a lot better now than before. Traffic at train times needs to be improved with
better technology from national rail to reduce length of time the gates are down. Norton road being one
way will improve the exit from church Street.
Wider road from welham road part two lanes to allow traffic to Still go straight ahead when lorries are
needing to turn right in to church street
This will make a sometimes dangerous junction safer for both traffic and pedestrians. It is difficult to get
out of this junction with limited vision over the bridge and people tend to push their way out sometimes
causing traffic to brake hard, this will make things much safer for everyone especially with the addition
of a new footpath.
Problem at the level crossing caused by traffic using st Nicholas street!!!
It will be interesting to see how much traffic will be diverted towards theA64. Will be good to see a
balanced demand for the level crossing. These lights shoukd have the same type of technology as
proposed for Butchers Corner. May cause frustration as the level crossing gets busier. Great to have
the new proposed walk way down Norton Road which will make it easier and safer to walk on these
roads - it is dangerous to cross Norton Road at present. Removing the Lane at church street may
cause frustration for people wanting to turn left into Welham Road- May push them towards st Nicholas
Street - needs space for flooding work/machines- removing this without the necessary flood protection
work could cause problems.
Concern that traffic lights might just back traffic up. A mini roundabout, with the removal of the
pedestrian island, avoids this.
Maybe a filter light system on castlegate going south turning on to church street
If church Street and St Nicholas Street was one way this would improve flow and also castle gate from
morrisons to the level crossing was also one way,
Leave it alone!!!
I would consider a small congestion charge over the railway crossing, with any proceeds towards
sustainable transport infrastructure. If you were making a short journey you would think twice or go
round by the A64. This would hopefully lessen the exhaust fume impact, encourage people to walk and
cycle more and make a positive change.
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I think this would cause more mayhem and add to people’s journey time not lower it.
Traffic light needed near train crossing, its a accident waiting to happen amount of people trying to get
across safely, trying to walk children to school is a nightmare amount of cars not indicating or letting
people cross the road. I drive to school just so I dont have to walk across the crossing
Making Norton road one way is sensible but pedestrian crossings will cause further congestion if they
are on Welham Road and Norton Road doesn’t really need one. The traffic signal will cause mayhem
trying to get out of St Nicholas Street and Lidl. People will still you St Nicholas Street which is already a
nightmare. This needs to be made no parking and the junction on Langton Road needs making no
parking as that’s an accident waiting to happen especially at school times. A child is going to be injured
if not killed there. The traffic signals will lead to frustration and congestion on the level crossing with
people jumping lights like on butcher corner where cars are often seen in the middle of the junction
especially when busy. If this happens at train times what will happen. It will mean the gates go down for
even longer and more frustration and congestion.
No right turn into Asda Road is already in place and never policed.
What happens to the bus routes, can castle gate cope with any additional traffic
1) There needs to be better pedestrian access to the Station from the south side of the railway for
pedestrians, ideally a pedestrian bridge connecting Welham Road with Norton Road or even
connecting the Station directly from Park Road. Drivers and cyclists should be able to leave their
vehicles south of the line and walk to the Station.
2) Remember that during the quite frequent flood events pumps are installed on the short left turn slip
road between Church Street and Welham Road. Infrastructure has been installed underground to allow
pumping operations without the need to close Church Street - these pumps would need to be
accommodated as part of the scheme.
Pushing the traffic through town is all that will happen if it is made one way. It will not reduce the traffic
at all.
No solution to the many problems with the level crossing and adjacent roads will solve everything or
please everyone (as the indignant reactions of some with their own vested interests demonstrate) but
the solutions being put forward now will make the area safer, especially for pedestrians and cyclists.
The longer term solution involves investment by the Highways Agency in new junctions on the A64 by
pass to reduce through traffic in the towns, including a double facing junction at the end of York Road
and another at the B1257/Broughton Road - but these take time and are not in NYCC's gift to resolve
on its own. As an interim measure until these A64 improvements can be delivered by Government, the
proposed changes have my support.
No need for pedestrian crossing on Norton Road. If there is then it should be opposite the skatepark
The provision of pedestrian crossings on the level crossing area would be a huge safety improvement.
Currently pedestrians are taking risks with their safety if they wish to cross, making a foot journey far
less attractive and therefore increasing dependency on car journeys
Why on earth make Norton Road one-way, it has no positive impact on residents as there are none.
Develop a more radical scheme to include one-way on Castlegate, where there are numerous
residents living feet from the highway and where the impacts on air quality are highest.
Excellent ideas.
I would consider cycling from home to the train station given these changes. Having moved here
recently I've been surprised by how bad Malton/Norton is for cyclists and pedestrians, in comparison to
the cities that I've lived in previously. So I'm really pleased to see that some of these changes could
have a positive impact for non-motorists.
Simply put, in the short term, the junction should return to the previous layout. The current layout
causes too much congestion on Church Street.
The one way system for Norton Road was in place during the works on County Bridge. This worked
very well and should have remained in place on completion of the works.
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Long term, and a pipe dream (unfortunately), a link road should be constructed from Welham Road to
the A64 at Musley Bank (via the land at Park Road). More details are beyond the scope of this survey.
Pedestrian crossings should be away from the junctions. An example of a bad pedestrian crossing is
the one on Morrison’s entrance which is far to near the junction and very dangerous
Ignorant traffic flow changes of a few years ago needs putting back to how it was
Whilst the proposal seems to try and improve this junction my concern is the impact of traffic now
having to find an alternate route to get back into Norton once visiting Asda or the surgery for example,
as the alternatives seems to be either turn left at the top of railway street and go through town itself to
get back onto the main street, or go up past Yates onto Wells lane and try and cut across traffic to get
back onto the main street. Has this been taken into consideration.
Extravagant and unlikely to be effective. Need changes to encourage traffic to avoid central
Malton/Norton.
Put it back to how it was before !
These changes will only make traffic issues WORSE in summer time you cant move fir queing tourists
going back to norton hive PUT NEW LINK ROADS IN TO A 64 FROM BEVERLEY ROAD AND YORK
ROAD THAT IS THE ONLY WAY YOU WILL EASE CONGESTION
putting pedestrian crossings and traffic lights near a railway crossing is lunacy
The only way this system has a chance of working is with a one way system throughout. Castlegate will
get worse congestion. This is not a solution
The pedestrian experience at the level crossing is extremely poor and very dangerous. There is
currently no pedestrian assistance whatsoever for the hundreds of people who use the crossing every
day. As a cyclist I wouldn’t even consider cycling in this area. Visitors marvel at the fact that there is a
crossroads on a level crossing, a fact which locals deal with every day.
The proposal to include pedestrian crossings and a new foot/cycle way is necessary and long overdue.
Traffic signals linked to the barrier signals makes sense, and making Norton Road one way is a good
idea
Making Norton Road one way in isolation of a wider scheme of restriction for the town will put additional
Norton bound traffic through butcher corner exacerbating the AQ and congestion issues there (the level
crossing does not have AQ issues - it is not killing people as at butcher corner, therefore resolving the
minor hassle of slight congestion there needs to be secondary to resolving the butcher corner issues).
The proposal needs to form part of a wider scheme excluding and restricting traffic in the towns as a
whole. I cannot see the basis of analysis, the authority having deemed it not necessary to share the
actual studies! but SATURN is a strategic model not fit for purpose in assessing these types of
proposals, where a microsimulation model must be used.
I would like a safe cycle route through town so that I can cycle to work in malton.
I no longer cycle into Malton because it is too dangerous. These proposals will make it safer for
pedestrians and cyclists.
Extremely frustrated by these changes as they just don't solve the issues
In my experience traffic lights tend to create long lines of traffic at a standstill which causes frustration
and drivers trying to find alternative routes.
I can't see that going to the expense of putting lights at the junction will improve anything, although i
would agree that pedestrian crossings are needed. I think changing the current traffic Island to a
roundabout would slow traffic down sufficiently and give everyone some priority at the junction, with the
traffic only controlled by the railway crossing lights.
I just despair, I think it will only get worse with all these traffic lights if that is at all possible, but I will say
the traffic needs slowing down. Maybe that would give it time to integrate. The speed of traffic using
Welham road and st Nicholas street is very concerning. If only we could fit in a giant roundabout. What
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about church street and st Nichols street becoming a one way system that actually worked like a giant
round about.
Yeah put some money into something worthwhile. Idiots the lot of yous. Career councillors
Should definitely have lights at railway crossing. Will make it safer for everyone, these lights need to be
in sync with lights at butcher corner.
We dont need more traffic lights, a one way system would be safer for all and cause less
inconvenience (and less static vehicles idling)
These changes will make it worse, what happens when a road is closed or when the crossing changes
and cars are stuck on the level crossing?
Totally stupid idea, only reason for current rat runs is changed priorities. Put it back to original and most
major issues fixed. Not convinced the hgv ban is useful either, just increases costs for hauliers and
increases emissions, but moves out of castlegate to elsewhere.
Norton Road does not need another footpath on the opposite of the road to the existing footpath,
particularly if there are going to be traffic lights there anyway.
NOTHING you can do at Malton level crossing is the long-term fix for this location, this is a huge
pinchpoint/bottleneck for the towns... the answer is to remove a significant amount of traffic away from
this location that wouldn't need to be there if additional infrastructure existed elsewhere. I refer back to
my previous comments in this survey regarding better interchanges on the A64 Malton Bypass. Also,
Malton & Norton is in dire need of another link road across the River Derwent joining the two towns...
OR a new link road from circa Westfield Way industrial estate to Beverley Road to remove traffic from
another picnhpoint - Mill Street, though this new link road would HAVE TO BE in conjunction with
improved interchanges on the A64 Malton Bypass. I know all this would be hugely expensive but this is
the only long term fix, any work done solely at Malton level crossing without addressing other areas will
be a total waste of taxpayers money... just like the resurfacing works currently taking place on Langton
Road, Norton!
I don't think that NYCC has a particularly good track record with the residents of Malton & Norton, after
all it's still fresh in the memory that you entirely closed Yorkersgate for essential drainage/utility repairs
and in doing so asked all Norton bound traffic coming from the York direction to continue along the A64
Malton Bypass and come into Norton from the east using the Brambling Fields interchange... and then
closed the Brambling Fields interchange in that direction for road side drainage works. Come on
NYCC, no more own goals please!
I think there is a lot of opposition to these ideas but I think they are great. It's always needed to be one
way to asda. Ignore the haters. I think these changes are better for all road users, cyclists and
pedestrians not vehicle drivers... please do them and add more cycle paths...
The problem with hold ups at the level crossing will,in my opinion,never be overcome as long as the
barriers are closed far too early,sometimes as long as 4 minutes with the train from Scarborough.
Put in place a traffic light system or a road from Welham road linking too York Road
Get on with it.
The consultation needs to take into account the views of residents after a temporary change to see if
this suits the use of residents, especially towards higher levels of traffic in the summer months.
On way loop system from railway up church street, wold street and down st.nicholas street and stretch
of welham road back to railway crossing.
If the junction had never been changed in the first place many of these issues would not need
addressing. If the idea was to encourage traffic to go the long way round from Norton to Malton it has
been unmitigated failure and dangerous.
Just the work to be done as soon as possible please!
The the Norton Road/ level crossing footpath corner must be protected to prevent vehicles mounting
the footpath. A substantial curb or bolard, NOT just cobals, vehicles just ride over these.
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If people cannot drive from Railway Street to Norton it will create real problems on Railway Street.
Unable to turn right on Yorkersgate and Wells Lane can be a pig to get out of to turn right, will result in
folks having no choice other than to turn right on to Yorkersgate and make their way over the Market
Place or Horsemarket Road to go to Norton.
As i said earlier in survey there is room on Norton Rd for two way traffic and a new footpath, and the
suggested plans are going to make things much worse with congestion .
Build a bridge over rail track
One way systems around the level crossing towards the train station will only make traffic worse
around blackboard and/or finding alternative routes into Norton/malton. Remember how difficult it was
during the flood and how much extra time was added to the journey due to road changes .
Also you need to think about improving the road conditions and cycle lane towards villages like westow
and birdsall and those areas where public transport does not exist and where people would like to use
alternative transportation ie bikes to commute to Malton and rely on personal cars
If Church Street is single lane we still need a left turn to go up Whelam Road. To make cycling safer all
potholes should be completed and more cycling lanes then we would certainly cycle more.
a crossing for people who walk by lidl /train tracks would be amazing i have 2 young children and
crossing whellham rd by lidl is like a cat and mouse game now the road lay out has changed so yes
crossings crossings crossings
The railway crossing has so many “unfriendly” traffic situations created by a number of factors, the
major one being the road closure for trains to pass - automatically the traffic stops whichever way you
are going. When barriers open it becomes a “free for all” as to who gets away first - making Norton
Road one way will help, preventing vehicles from turning right along Norton Road on leaving bridge is
another (and enforcing it - re traffic cameras) will help. The system as it is now encourages “rat runs”
as certain people complain about. The only unsolved problem is buses from the station going towards
Norton having to go to Butcher Corner get out - one for the “experts” and councillors!
Take back to the original format that worked for goodness how many years. Ensure no right turn from
castlegate to norton Road is made much clearer. If proposed changes take place, would u remove the
no right turn at the top of norton Road onto yorkersgate? You can't expect traffic to filter left and have to
go over or round the marketplace to get to wheelgate, for example?
Any traffic light control at that junction should take into account that traffic flow is greater along
Commercial Street, Norton, towards Malton, than from Welham Road, Norton.
Strongly oppose a traffic signals. In summer when all the tourists come down Welham Road as there
satnavs tell them it can already be conjested up to Park Road and beyond. Adding traffic lights will only
exacerbate this. Even if a pedestrian crossing is put in idiots will still not use it and try to cross over to
the triangular traffic island, putting themsleves at risk, as they cant be bothered to walk the 10 metres
to the crossing where the central bollard is located. One issue is the fact people turn down Norton road
from Malton direction which is illegal and people rarely signal they are gong to turn left down Church
street so people trying to get out of Church Street have to guess when to pull out. I regularly have to do
an emergency stop there for that reason.
Proposals very welcome,but more action needed to reduce traffic problems in st Nicholas
Street.Speeding traffic represents growing hazard ,especially to pedestrians.lots of nears
misses,aggressive and abusive drivers.Especially bad at Langton Road junction,where vehicles slew
acroos corner and then accelerate fiercely down Nicholas Street.Think you need to create 20 mph
speed restriction.there and also in Wold Street and adjoining section of Langton Road.
Complete sense to make Norton Road one way as it is currently ridiculous that traffic can come out of
there. Not sure that pedestrian crossings will ease connection?? I walk that way to work every day and
have no problem crossing at either zebra crossing in Commercial Street or pedestrian crossing at the
swimming pool to be on the correct side of the road early.
Something has to change. The one way towards train station is excellent as it makes it easier for
pedestrians crossing roads, better for cyclists and keeps traffic flowing as cars won't be pulling out.
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Put the junction back as it was.
Eat some humble pie for once in your lives
You seem to have zero knowledge of traffic flow, suggest you all resign, and give the job the infant
school
Traffic lights good in principle, but with a complex junction will it actually make things worse?
I like the proposals and think they will bring a much safer environment for pedestrian and road traffic.
No more gambling with your life at the cross roads!
Making Norton Road one-way would have a considerable detrimental affect on Wells Lane and
Castlegate. At busy times there would be a queue of traffic backed up through Wells Lane, causing
blockage in Railway Street. Placing pedestrian crossings very close to road junctions is a dangerous
practice: vehicles often fail to stop at the crossing of Commercial Street after leaving the miniroundabout at the foot of Wold Street. Traffic lights at the Welham Road junction would need to be
coordinated with the operation of the crossing barrier lights; they could relieve St Nicholas Street of
some of its recently increased traffic, but are likely to increase traffic queues in all directions at busy
times. Pedestrian lights would be safer than adjacent separate crossings.
We have had surveys before specifically at this junction and what is being proposed amounts to the
tinkering of a controversial issue that should have been addressed many years ago.
Traffic lights are an absolute joke at this junction! Traffic would flow now if only you would realign the
junction as a proper junction. One that is not following the route of the old priority. Traffic coming across
County Bridge take the left turn into Church street too fast which does not allow anyone to exit Church
Street for fear of a fast car following and continuing up Welham Road. The junction needs squaring up
to Welham Road so traffic has to slow down while keeping the flow. Getting rid of cars coming out of
Norton Road would help greatly for Pedestrians and Cyclists. Speed humps on Welham road prior to
the crossing would also help cars exiting from Church Street, as would a 20mph on Welham Road. A
20mph on St Nicholas Street and speed humps might encourage cars to use Church Street. Better
signage at the bottom of Mill Street would also encourage those heading to Eden Camp, Pickering,
Flamingland, York to use the A64. As it is now a sign saying 'all other routes' is nonsense.
A one way system on Norton road would cause noting to be more congested. Unless it would be from
Norton to malton.
Traffic lights hinder flow. A cycle lane was proposed on the Lidl side of the railway and a bridge over.
This is a better proposal than changing the junctions and layouts one way.
I travel through Malton to access the A64 to get to and from work. My commute times are unlikely to be
greatly impacted by these changes but I agree they are necessary.
More transformational changes are needed to alleviate the traffic issues impacting life in Malton and
Norton.
I like the proposal to trial the one way prioritisation to Norton Road for 3 months, good idea. While I'd
really like to get on with the changes overall, I wonder whether it's feasible to trial temporary traffic
signals for the rest of the proposed change to ensure that the proposal will be successful? Perhaps
this has been fully modelled and is therefore not necessary but that's not particularly clear from the
proposal, just that other ideas have been dismissed. I presume that once traffic signals have been
fitted there is a technological solution available which can vary the timings on the signals according to
time of day/day of the week so they are 'smart' and flexible enough to adapt to peak traffic to ensure
flow is optimised for all concerned and to ensure we do not end up slipping back to the current status
quo with St Nicholas Street a rat run again?
I think these options are very sensible. I suspect there will be a lot of local opposition, but I think these
changes are overdue. This location is currently a harrowing experience on foot or cycle. I believe
some enforcement will be necessary with the new junction, to make sure drivers follow the new rules.
About time. The crossing onto Norton road is perilous on foot and on a bike. Motorbike and peddle
cycle.
if Norton road was one direction wouldn't this just put more pressure on traffic going along castle gate?
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I don't think any of this will ease congestion, lights may help with safety
The current priority system is a disaster and moyennes to be done to make it safe and stop congestion.
Still too many HGVs coming through despite restrictions. Alternative routes from Beverley and
Helmsley to A64 would have greater impact.
Would suggest you take a look at Sleaford Lincolnshire, where I was impressed by the way they have
dealt with issues around level crossing.
No comment on this rarely go down into Norton anyway so doesn’t really affect us.
Are these changes based on factual traffic data or using guesswork. The uplift in train service has been
put back due to COVID-19 I understand, how will this impact the junction and has this timetable
increase being factored in to these proposals at all?
The changed junction at Welham Rd/Church St was a lethal nightmare in every direction for cyclists
and not much better for cars. Wise move to install traffic lights. The one way system along blackboards
should be 2 way for cyclists, unless you want to dissuade people even more from cycling. If you want
to know the potential for more cycle use (thus reducing congestion, air pollution and improving mental
and physical health of many), think back to when cycling suddenly became immeasurably safer during
the first lockdown.
I do not agree with having sort off traffic signals on level crossing
I do think there should be a one way system through Norton to Malton or Malton to Norton it would be
better especially for using morrisons and will make it less hold ups
I do think there is no congestion
I do think you should ban wagons coming into Malton and Norton on a time basis like that can't come in
certain time in the morning till a certain time in the afternoon
Will cause more congestion
I’m a bit unclear (even after looking at the proposals map and description) what the traffic control
system at the level crossing will be. How this works will be critical. I do
Think at the moment turning from Church St towards castlegate feels very awkward and I see a lot of
people v uncertain/ pulling out at the wrong time. This is partly due to the speed of traffic coming from
Welham Rd and Castlegate since they have priority- I think the junction could be made safer by
reducing speeds even without traffic signals. The pedestrian crossings are definitely needed as the
junction feels unsafe as a pedestrian and crossing these roads with a pram looks v dangerous. I am not
sure about a one way system on Norton road- it will be more inconvenient for me. However, since the
priority changed in favour of Welham Rd, people come so fast from that direction that pulling out from
Norton Rd onto the crossing has become much more difficult and feels hazardous. I often drive round
via castle gate now to avoid doing this.
Another crossing of the railway would help as would another crossing of the river away fro the town
centre so heavy goods vehicles wouldn’t need to drive through any of these junctions.
move island by level crossing put in a mini roundabout
Main concern would be Wells Lane as all traffic will have to come up here if norton road is closed.
The visibility for traffic is poor as you approach castlegate.
Could the butcher corner lights be repositioned in advance of wells Lane to allow traffic signal control
for Wells Lane exit on to castlegate?
Making Norton Road one way may have issues during flooding. The bridge remained flooded for a long
time this winter with Norton road the only way traffic could go between Malton and norton without
having to access the local A road system.
The council would have to consider how to ensure bidirectional traffic movement on Norton Road could
remain an option in the case of future flooding events to allow emergency vehicle access etc.
Be mindful of the impact on other roads such as St. Nicolas Street were residents are already unhappy
with current traffic levels
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By bringing these changes it will give EVERYBODY the time to get from one road to another and will
cut out the chances of accidents.
A safe way of crossing Norton Road is long overdue. Most drivers are very courteous, but some
vehicles don't slow down enough and swing left into Norton Road when the pedestrian thinks it's ok to
cross, and without eyes in the back of the head it's dangerous.
Better signage needed for the banned right turn into Norton Road and some enforcement There seem
to be more vehicles ignoring this ban, coming over the bridge and turning right.
Vehicles exiting Norton Road to turn right create confusion and a hazard, not always of their own
making. Sometimes some driver heading towards the bridge decides to 'let them across' and stops in
the middle of the road instead of driving normally. This causes a sudden hold-up for any vehicles
following behind, not only on Welham Road but also those on Church Street who might have
anticipated being able to move forward. It'll be much safer if this can't happen.
Not sure how the one way system would work but would support anything which makes the junction
safer for pedestrians.
Reduce speed limit on welham road before its merger on to church street and railway crossing
The main through route needs to be Church Street to County Bridge. Removing east bound traffic from
Norton Road makes sense - it is a poor get out, causes blockages as people need to pull out to see,
and impedes pedestrians. The whole area is poorly laid out for pedestrians and not helped by the
speed of some traffic - signals should steady the speed down and provide opportunities for pedestrians
to cross. I always try to walk or cycle between the towns, hence my answer being that changes will
have no change to my movement between the towns.
The proposed changes would make more congestion at the cross roads at butchers corner and create
a longer journey by car to the doctors and other shops on Norton road for the motorists and especially
for disabled drivers
Consider carefully the knock on effect on any changes so we don't get the same issue we did with the
HGV ban on the level crossing where people with no real knowledge of the area make decisions. The
HGV's now travel through a residential area with two primary schools and the worst road junction in
the area at the Highfield Road - Old Malton Road junction. It's a complete dereliction of duty of care by
local authorities that there appears to have been no pressure or even the will to try and fight for the slip
roads off Broughton Road and Showfield Lane Industrial estate onto the A64 to government which
would help solve these problems. Ridiculous amounts have money have been spent on other schemes
but the health and well being of local residents in Malton and Norton don't appear to count.
If one way how do you travel eastbound to Commercial Street and that side of Norton? No information
has been given, would St. Nicholas Street be used?
Move the priority at the crossing to what it used to be. Church st is MUCH busier than Welham Road
Norton Road needs to be the only way of crossing into Norton and a ringroad put in.
Until you tackle the real issue (too many cars and large vehicles driving in the centre of Malton and
Norton), congestion won't really change.
Ban large vehicles.
Again this does little to solve the real issues.
Presumably the new cycleway on Norton Road will operate eastbound? Where are cyclists supposed
to go when they hit the level crossing? Visibility of traffic from Welham Road is appalling at the Norton
Road side of the level crossing where the cycleway terminates
If Norton like Malton got a proper ring road all the lorries from the quarry wouldn't need to come through
the centre.
This is like when the council changed it before and made the priority different.
Until we limit the amount of traffic on Butcher Corner this will not improve as people will still use the
crossings.
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Again this means nothing. We needs a proper bypass.
This does not go as far as we need.
We need to increase access to the A64 in Norton and prevent any large vehicles from crossing the
river into Malton.
If Morrison's was moved (Eden Camp perhaps) and traffic was forced to go down Scarborough Road to
the A64 it would reduce traffic.
For a town that is not even huge it is shocking how often you have to sit in traffic.
If we closed County Bridge, it would force more people to walk into Malton as opposed to drive in and
then have issues with parking. Most towns and cities are pedestrianising their town centres and we
need to go the same way. If we increase access to the A64 for Norton too (extra junction) we could
stop the quarry lorries blocking the Welham Road junction and stop farm vehicles too from doing the
same.
We need a ring road.
This does not change the fact that the train will still bring traffic to a stop and with the increase in the
number of trains planned this will just get worse. We need more access to the A64 and a proper
ringroad.
Would a mini roundabout work instead of lights?
A cycleway through the towns would be good
Adding the filter lane will reduce the opportunity to pull out of church street and put cars on collision
course. Another river crossing would help, or stop building houses in Norton.
Traffic lights, pedestrian crossings and the introduction of one way, will not reduce congestion. This
would just shift the issue to another part of town and not solve anything. Tackle the route cause of the
problem, volume of traffic that could be managed by better access to A64 from all sides of town and
better planning when giving new developments planning permission. New developments should be
contributing more funding to these projects.
I do hope temp lights, road signs will be used for a trial period to make sure that the scheme is going to
work correctly before spending millions on perminant fixtures to find out its no better than the altered
junction has been on church street & only makes the traffic situation worse.
I think the ideas are good. But what ever you do some people will not be happy.
Something needs doing this junction don’t have the answer!
Given that Norton Road and County Bridge are the only urban access points from Norton to Malton
which are already hindered by the now even more frequent train crossings, any traffic signalling could
stop traffic moving when there would ordinarily be some traffic flow. Unfortunately although a mini
roundabout would break up lane domination and re-establish an element of parity to traffic entering
Malton from Norton on Church Street which can now be standing for quite a while, the very small area
available and proximity of the level crossing mean this might be impractical. Unfortunately because of
the priority changes adopted, now more than ever as traffic increases, people are driving less
considerately and seem less likely to “ let a vehicle out” to keep traffic moving. A “let one vehicle out
policy” would be the most sensible option but would be difficult to police. Norton Road becoming one
way would then mean that even more traffic would have to enter Norton via Malton town centre, which,
given the vast increase in population and traffic use due to the Broughton Field/ Showfield lane
developments is already at an inflated level.
They have potential. I still think a mini roundabout provides a better option, although the space is
limited. Or go the whole hog and have lots of traffic lights there to control the flow. Ultimately though,
there needs to be a reduction of lorries and cars travelling. Reducing traffic should be another pillar of
this. Perhaps a bigger one way system is the way. All options are difficult as there is limited space as
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Malton in hemmed in by the river and the train line. This is further exacerbated by housing and
residents who won't want their street turned in to part of the one way system.
This doesn't change the fact that trains still stop traffic and cause congestion and it is the only way to
get into Malton. We need a proper road that links the two towns without using County Bridge and
Butcher Corner.
Still have trains coming through and the same number of cars and large vehicles. I am stuck in traffic
there constantly. We are a rural area and people don't walk anywhere as they have to drive to the
supermarket etc. Make Malton and Norton less on shortcuts when the A64 is bad and block access to
the centre.
Making Norton Road one way will increase traffic on the already congested Castlegate - which seems
pointless. Making more cycle and pedestrian walk ways across the railway makes sense, but the
motor vehicle problem will not be solved via these proposals. It feels like making changes for the sake
of making changes as the impact will be minimal.
I’ve no strong feelings over the majority of the proposed changes. In my opinion the junction as it is
works but many locals appear fixated by the fact that the changes made to make it that way appeared
over night with little notice. Traffic may flow better but traffic lights by the way they work hold traffic
back. Adding pedestrian crossings on 2 of the roads will only add a further restriction to traffic flow.
There should be a pedestrian crossing on the North side of Norton Road across to the start of Church
Street. This is where most people want to cross.
I oppose introduction of cycle lanes until proper cycling disciplines are observed so no cycling on the
pavement, jumping red lights and ignoring road signs.
A further set of lights on Church street would improve the flow. Why else would anyone on Church
Street stop when driving to Malton?
They are ridiculous and will just force traffic to smaller residential streets. Revert the layout to how it
was previously, as long as it is a level crossing there will always be traffic issues, the new schemes
have made it worse
Cycleways will cause more problems, they dont pay to be on the roads so dont waste money on
cyclists who are nothing but a nuisance.
A second bridge from Norton out to the York road industrial estate would be a much better long term
solution
It is NOT acceptable to increase the amount of traffic on Castlegate, as it will worsen air quality if more
south bound traffic, unless northbound traffic is banned on it, forcing traffic to travel along Norton Road
- this would provide a better balance, and open up Castlegate to the same wider path cycle path being
offered to all the residents who don't live on Norton Road (there are no residential properties on Norton
Road, but quite alot on Castlegate and surrounding streets)
Change it back to how it was before with castlegate and church street been the main road
Not allowing busses that are travelling towards Norton from bus station to travel east and turn right is
crazy. It means busses will all have to drive up narrow road from Yates will significantly increase
congestion at this already conjested pinch point.
The planned increase in train services will increase the number of times the crossing closes. This will
impact traffic. A lot of that traffic is local and doing short journeys. There needs to be a plan to reduce
overall journey numbers, as well as improve flow. Ultimately there is too much traffic.
I would like to see a cycle and pedestrian bridge over the railway which could operate whatever the
crossing status. This would encourage more people to travel this way rather than sitting in their
stationary vehicles when they are merely visiting the town centres. Clearly this has a cost, but it would
be good to see a long term intent to build a sustainable system rather than tweaking the edges.
The prioritising of cycle/walking on Norton road should be a start only.
Need a pedestrian bridge to railway station from Norton side (Park Rd).
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My main concern would be the increased traffic flow turning right out of Wells Lane, this could become
quite a bottleneck
. This proposal acknowledges that congestion and pollution will worsen on Castlegate. Surely that
defeats the object of this exercise
Too many HGVs and vehicles with trailers in Malton and Norton. That's most of the problem.
Unless you're going to move out businesses it doesnt change the fact that you have a railway crossing
(which will get busier as more trains use the line), a supermarket, two car washes and a petrol station.
Too much in one area.
Anything has to be an improvement
Air quality is the most important factor
Pointless.
They should all be made against the context of the most important risks and priorities (ie air quality,)
but also with some sort of forward vision for the traffic management in the town centre. Malton is trying
to create an identity as a visitor destination and food hub but too much space in the centre of the town
is devoted to cars
The sensible change would be a return to the priority being given to traffic going from Church Street
onto Castlegate, as it was before it was changed to prioritising Welham Road, which sees a much
smaller volume of traffic than the main route through Norton via Church Street - clearly evidenced by
the numbers of vehicles using St Nicholas street to avoid the current junction layout. If this return to
the original priority was combined with traffic lights to allow for traffic to exit Welham Road, this would
be likely to allow a more streamlined flow of traffic through the town.
My opinions are based on personal observation and conversing with pedestrians around the railway
crossing area.
1. I suggest a pedestrian crossing should be introduced to the middle gap on the bridge itself. I was
surprised at the amount of foot traffic on the East side of Church Street approaching Malton. This
would be a much safer place for pedestrians to cross - especially school children and older people often with pushchairs and more safe space to wait on both sides of the road - the pedestrians could
then either continue up Castlegate (on the West side of the road)to Malton or turn left to Norton Road keeping them all away from the railway crossing and away from the traffic. Good visibility both ways for
both pedestrians and traffic.
This will also cause a natural break in the traffic on Castlegate (without the train barrier being down) to
ease the congestion from Church Street.
Both proposed pedestrian crossings both on Welham Rd. and Norton Road will stop the flow of traffic
and cause cars to be trapped on the railway crossing itself. The proposed crossing on Welham Rd. will
also be dangerous as pedestrians trying to cross towards Malton will be unsighted to traffic from
Church St. and visa versa.
Closing Norton Road to West travelling traffic would be disastrous and cause mayhem.

Table A-4 - Q10.2. Please tell us why (optional) (please do not include any personal or
sensitive information here)
Open Ended Response
Congestion and air quality was made worse by the last scheme at the crossing . Adding lights it going
to make vehicles stop / start at traffic lights making air quality worse and add to the congestion
This is a dangerous and loaded question and believe it should be removed from the survey . Air quality
affects the health of people who live within the AQMA. People opinions on air quality are irrelevant.
The law is clear on tackling air pollution within a designated AQMA
I feel they both go hand in hand
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More issues have been caused banning clean running HGVs than have been solved
Tackling congestion will have a positive impact on air quality, this is a stupid and ill-thought out
question
Moving traffic is less likely to cause a problem
Less standing traffic means better air quality which I know from experience as saint Nicholas street has
constant standing traffic and the air quality is very poor. Please ignore the negative comments of
people who are not living in this area who are not as affected as the residents in this area.
I drive an EV, the towns are currently miles behind In EV infrastructure, install more chargers and
encourage low emission vehicles. Rather than using Air quality as an excuse for bad traffic
I've put neutral because I think the question asked is stupid. If you prioritise and tackle the congestion
ie ensure a more free flow of traffic then the air quality will improve. That is why I say that the two traffic
light systems must work together to ensure that flow of traffic. If vehicles are sat, as they are now, for
minutes on end with engines running then air pollution is bound to increase. nb Your survey doesn't
cover Norton Road. This proposed scheme was tried some 40 years ago. It caused chaos in Wells
Lane and Railway Street because nobody could get out onto Castlegate. Since then you now have
Water lane car park, plus two taxi firms plus Morrisons delivery vehicles and locals not to mention the
bus station and re routing the Scarborough bus. Will the lights at Butcher corner cater for this? Have
you actually given this any thought? I doubt that much will come from this survey as NYCC Highways
will do what they want without listening or consulting local residents and business's. The mess that is
currently Church Street/Welham Road junction is proof of that.

Hopefully the traffic would keep moving which would make air quality better than queuing with engines
running.
Not sure I understand - tackling congestion also should improve air quaility?
An odd question as traffic congestion causes air pollution, particularly of the carcinogenic particulate
type. Thus both congestion and air pollution are equally important...
Air pollution needs addressing so do Victorian drains they contribute to air pollution
If the traffic is better managed then traffic wouldn’t come to a standstill has much
This statement doesn’t seem to make sense, surely reducing congestion will also have a positive
impact on air quality???
Reducing congestion would lead to less cars sat smoking out the roads waiting.
An improved in congestion would surely improair quality .
Buses and lorries which you are trying to ban and cleaner than modern cars!2
This question is not an option for residents within the AQMA. You have the opportunity to tackle
congestion without affecting the air quality.
You have to try and balance if you need Morrison’s quickest access over the bridge same for Pickering
but if you need York access down blackboards u will clear one road and block another
Both important but good traffic flow improvement will surely help air quality
Improving technology means that vehicles are getting better with emissions and start/stop emissions.
Sort the congestion out and you sort the air quality issue.
Surely when you tackle conjestion, air quality would improve as a side effect
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Congestion will have a negative impact on air quality, but it is the sheer amount of new houses with
spaces for two cars which are driving the problem - so the air quality will still suffer. Make it tougher for
people to make short journeys by car and place a tin hat on!
It’s getting the balance right and to truly tackle air pollution and congestion access to and from the A64
needs to be added at all points so traffic uses the bypass.
The two are linked. If there are ways to improve air quality without tackling congestions then I would
support these solutions before making changes to infrastructure. As previously stated electric vehicles
are the future so the two Towns should do more to encourage the uptake of electric vehicles - public
chargers etc.
Congestion is a key factor in causing negative air quality in the towns, especially on Castlegate in
Malton (which led to the weight limit on the level crossing). For this reason it is imperative that
sequencing on the traffic lights at Butcher Corner (and those proposed at the level crossing) is correctly
set up and reviewed to check if changes are needed in light of experience.
Good traffic flow should enable a decrease in standing traffic and consequently improve air quality
Improving congestion will vastly improve air quality on its own, with less idling/stop-start traffic causing
less pollution
See previous answer about air quality on Castlegate.
Tackling congestion will also have a positive effect air quality.
Easing congestion will actually improve air quality as an automatic bonus. No congestion means no
stationary vehicles.
Ignorant traffic flow changes of a few years ago needs putting back to how it was
Not
The aim should always be to improve both congestion and air.pollution.
Because the quicker you get the traffic through and away the less time they are there to pollute and
que up its that simple
Air quality kills people
If congestion is reduced then air quality would follow.
It is reckless to do anything to make air quality worse within an existing AQMA
Congestion causes poor air quality, so reducing congestion has to be a priority
Congestion is a minor hassle (and actually induces more healthy and sustainable mode shift) where air
quality shortens lives!!! The authority is morally and legally negligent if it bows to the weight of moronic
car driving opinion and prioritises the issue of congestion.
I live in town and would not want to see the air quality reduced
Lower congestion will lead to better air quality. The two are not mutually exclusive.
Pointless
Free vehicle movement would improve air quality.
If the traffic problems are solved then the air quality should improve.
Obviously tackling congestion would lead to better air quality. I think, long term, the infrastructure on
the outskirts of Malton should be looked at and improved. The town keeps expanding with housing
estates etc. but really access to the bypass should be built in to all these new estates and also the
industrial estates. A new roundabout at Musley Bank, and a link road on to the Broughton Manor area,
would take HGV's out of the town centre along with an access on to Showfield lane industrial estate.
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Vehicles are becoming greener all the time, it’s also very unfair to ban lorries making them do longer
detours making them pollute the air more. Just because you’ve moved them down the road, making
them drive further use more fuel does not help.
Less congestion naturally leads to improved air quality. I know you lot at NYCC are in a deluded world
where we can stop engines all the time but this isn't practical for non stop start vehicles and also
causes excess wear to vehicles not designed for such use. Of course you'll ignore this, how about you
fix some potholes too? And relay to road between gally gap and gate helmsley via buttercrambe?
If you work on congestion air quality would improve
You're not lowering emissions, you are moving problems. Southern bypass and more access onto all
bypasses is only true way to combat air quality and reduce emissions. Anything else is a waste of
money.
I don't buy into the idea of there being an issue with air quality in this area, I think the whole thing is a
red herring!
If traffic was not at a standstill so long then emissions would not be so high.
The air pollution must be largely down to the traffic congestion. Solve the congestion = reduce the
pollution.
If congestion was tackled air quality would improve. It cannot be beyond the wit of man.
Air quality must be a priority. We all breathe.
It’s not a question of one or the other both need to be considered
I simply don't think there is an answer that can cover both.
With these plans in my eyes it will make air quality worse.
Don't understand the question
Both are important tackling congestion and improving air quality
By adding traffic lights at the level crossing it would cause more congestion hense worse air quality.
By tackling the congestion the amount of idle cars should be reduced therefore helping the pollution
problem
By improving the traffic flow & reducing congestion would improve air quality
Air pollution is worst in standing traffic - maintaining traffic flow eases it slightly.
This appears to be a pointless question. Reducing congestion will improve the air quality.
Strongly support AQMA,but think the chaos human hazard and environmental impact of current
situation means that a limited impact on the AQMA is justified,If trial shows the impact would be
significant the there should be further consultation.
Reducing the congestion is going to improve air quality.
If you solve the congestion then it follows you will improve air quality.
I find it hard to believe you don’t know this.
Both are imperative do both
Is there really a conflict between these two?
I feel if the congestion problem was sorted the air quality would improve
Congestion increases the chance of poorer air quality with all those vehicles sat idling or reving hard to
quickly fit into a gap in traffic.
Health must always have top priority.
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I do not relish sitting in my office overlooking Church st in summer with the windows open and exhaust
fumes billowing in from stationary vehicles awaiting to exit the junction.
The two are the same are they not. No congestion = better air quality.
Obviously air quality is more important than congestion, but how would making it congested solve air
quality...
Congestion and air quality go hand in hand. Reduce congestion and the air quality will reduce
I can’t see how congestion and air quality aren’t inextricably linked but poor air quality is a serious
health issue so I feel it would be counter intuitive to prioritise congestion over air quality.
I think the two surely go hand in hand - if you tackle congestion then eventually air quality should
improve.
Because present situation as just shifted traffic to other sensitive areas of m/n
Clearly a balance needs to be achieved so if the changes seriously impact on air quality then it is not
the right course of action but I would be comfortable with some negative change.
Air quality is equally important. We shouldn't need to compromise one for the other.
doesn't congestion have a negative impact on air quality, so if you tackle congestion then wouldn't air
quality improve?
If there was access and ingress from B1257 & A64 so traffic didn't have to enter the town centre then
this would greatly improve the air quality and congestion issues
I think tackling congestion should improve air quality
The congestion reduction would improve air quality by definition.
Congestion is inconvenient and irritating. Dangerous levels of pollutants kill and cause serious physical
and mental health problems.
I just don't understand that there is congestion I just feel that drivers need to drive with care and
understand the highway code
The one way system through Norton to Malton will be a lot easier or from Malton to Norton
Isn’t it generally the case that the greater the congestion the worse the air quality? So I’m struggling to
understand where this question is leading, particularly with the move to more environmentally-friendly
vehicles.
We should be prioritising air quality- I personally don’t think daily congestion is that bad- tho
occasionally it can be
standing traffic causes more pollution
We have to find a way to do both of to discourage Car use for small journeys
Congestion obviously increases poor air quality. Debateble on the difference as opposed to more traffic
running freely!
Does not tackling congestion improve air quality?
Air quality overall has never been considered in the past and it not only vehicles that impact on air
quality it is a global problem rather than a local one. With a move toward green vehicles electric and
fuel cell this will have an impact in the medium to long term. However congestion needs fixing in the
short term and therefore should be prioritised.
This will cut out air pollution
The congestion's really not that bad compared with towns and cities! Air quality is important. We all
have to breathe, as do all the animals and birds in the area.
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I don't think you can prioritise one over the other. However, tackling congestion should have a knock
on effect to better air quality.
I would also like to see a round about at York end of bypass and slip roads off show field lane industrial
estate and broughton road
If you reduce congestion surely you improve air quality.
Air quality is a very important issue - we need to be encouraging greater use of other modes of
transport such as bike and walking. Hopefully these improvements will result in more people doing this.
Walking along those areas when traffic is queued is very unpleasant.
Standing traffic on Church street causes pollution
Congestion makes the town have a very negative atmosphere. It is shocking in 2021 we still have such
a dated road system that does not prioritise residents. Speeding is also an issue.
Malton has always had a rough deal in terms of traffic. No one thinks of future planning and residents
(despite house prices increasing and huge numbers of houses being built) keep getting forgotten.
Traffic needs to be restricted going into Malton.
If congestion means reducing traffic then yes. Residents well-being has to come first. We cannot keep
ignoring the fact that the centre cores of both Malton and Norton have been ignored for decades.
Seeing as some areas are conservation area and buildings are fragile and not meant to handle the
constant vibrations from the huge traffic load, we as a community as damaging our own history and not
celebrating it.
Tackling congestion through efficient traffic flow and reduced journey times will improve air quality.
Excluding cars from sections of road will only increase burden elsewhere.
Air quality is adversely affected by cars in queues at bottleneck areas so by relieving congestion I
would assume air quality would benefit .
Both important issues, is difficult to decide which takes priority.
Short time on travel for better air is a small price to pay
Better to walk than drive
If traffic move you get less pollution
Surely less congestion = better air quality. Also hybrids and full electric charged cars will reduce air
pollution massively over next few years
It won't matter when we are all electric
Tackle congestion properly and take the traffic out of town via better links to A64 and the air pollution
improves.
If the a64 junction at musley bank was altered so you could get both on & off at both ends Boughton
road flyover had excess on & off & a new road from Beverly Road to Scarborough Road was put in the
traffic situation in town would be cut by upto 50 %
Not a resident of these two towns but come in several times a week or drive through almost daily. So
believe a balance has to be struck.
Surely one will help the other
Pollution causes ill health and is bad for the environment. Standing traffic causes pollution. Perhaps if
an A64 access point was installed at Broughton Rise instead of the vast green roundabout which
currently exists, then monster delivery trucks, visiting foodie hordes and other general traffic could
access the A64 without having to travel through the town centre. It is an absolute mystery why one of
the single biggest factors causing congestion and therefore poor air quality due to pollution in the town
centre has never been addressed.
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If traffic congestion is limited by moving it quickly through the town, then this would be more beneficial
to air quality than traffic sitting in queues with engines running.
If you tackle congestion and traffic coming through the town centre, air quality should improve.
You need to focus on getting large vehicles out of town. Build entrance / exit from snowfield lane onto
the A64.
Reducing congestion will also improve air quality.
Because if the traffic flows more freely then the air quality will improve
Air quality is an issue and there is no trade obvious trade-off.
We pay a fortune to drive in this area, there is rubbish public transport so need to drive everywhere.
Health is more important
If congestion is reduced air pollution will reduce.
This question is illegal and will be challenged in the courts. The council have a legal duty to deal with
air quality. This is a false choice. This question MUST be removed from the survey. Clearly NYCC is
seeking to illegally allow air quality to worsen in the AQMA in order to force more traffic along
Castlegate by failing to make it one way south to balance the traffic going the other way on Norton
Road.
If you tackle congestion you will reduce negative impact on air quality. No long lines of stationary cars
with engines running.
People will always use motor vehicles regardless of any kind of air pollution or climate change issues
Common sense
Air quality is more important than time.
Bad air quality kills. The answer to congestion is fewer journeys and the council and highways need to
be looking at plans to do that overall. The town is not built for the volume of traffic and the noise
pollution, air pollution and physical danger (due to assumed priority of motor traffic over all else) is a
health risk to the residents.
This is a poor question and a false choice. Resolving congestion usually improves air quality.
I
Poor air quality is linked to premature death. Knowing that this proposal will further affect air quality
within an existing DEFRA designated AQMA is completely unacceptable
Beware Braess's Paradox.
Tackling congestion should lead to less standing traffic and help air quality
The only way to prevent for congestion and support a more positive change in air quality is to build a
roundabout on Newbiggin/A64 to prevent lorries going over Highfield Rd and one oh York Rd Ind
Estate to stop lorries coming into town to access A64 Westbound. A link road from Beverley Rd to A64
also
Very confusing questions and survey overall. Also biased
Removing congestion should improve the air quality. Hopefully improvements will increase nonvehicular journeys
Tackle the congestion and that will tackle the air quality
The air quality would improve if traffic wasn’t congested
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Because bad air quality is life limiting and attributable to negative health impacts- there is a higher
longer term cost. Congestion is annoying.
Tackling congestion will improve air quality be reducing the number of vehicles idling in queues in the
town centre.
Surely reducing congestion would improve air quality
If you reduce congestion you will automatically reduce the negative impact on air quality.
My proposal would be to leave well alone but just introduce the bridge crossing as outlined in the first
instance which must also be the cheapest option.
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SURVEY

Confidential

NYCC Malton Norton Improvement
Scheme
1. Welcome
North Yorkshire County Council is consulting on initial proposals for the Malton Norton
Improvement Scheme. The scheme has not yet been finalised, and your input will be used to
further develop the proposals.
The proposed scheme aims to achieve better management of traffic, queueing and congestion, in
order to reduce delays. The scheme includes junction improvements, new pedestrian crossings
and changes to road layouts. You can find out more information about the scheme proposals
here.
Thank you for taking part, the survey will take around 5-10 minutes to complete and will close
midnight on Friday 30th April 2021.
Any responses you give will not be identifiable and will only be used by NYCC for the purposes of scheme
development. For more information on how and why we process your personal data, please see North Yorkshire
County Council’s Privacy Notices here. You can access the Privacy Notice for the Malton Norton Improvement
Scheme Consultation here.

Please do not include any personal or sensitive data in the free text boxes.
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2. About you
1. Do you, or any members of your household, own or have continuous use of any of the
following? (select all that apply) *
Car
Van
Motorbike / scooter / moped
Bike / e-bike
None

2. How often do you typically use the following methods of travel within Malton and Norton Town
Centre? *
Every day or
nearly every
day

Less often but
Less than once
Once a week at least once a
a month
month

Never

Private car / motor
vehicle
Public transport
Walk
Cycle

3. How satisfied are you with your journeys within Malton and Norton Town Centre by each of the
following methods of travel? *
Very
satisfied

Satisfied

Neither
Very
satisfied nor Dissatisfied
dissatisfied
dissatisfied

Not
applicable

Private car / motor
vehicle
Public transport
Walk
Cycle
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3. Congestion
4. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the below statement, from 1 (Strongly
Disagree) to 10 (Strongly Agree):"There is a congestion issue within Malton and Norton which
needs to be resolved" *
1
(Strongly
Disagree)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
(Strongly
Agree)

"There is a congestion
issue within Malton
and Norton which
needs to be resolved"
Please tell us why: (please do not include any personal or sensitive information here)
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4. About the proposals - Technology changes at the
Butcher Corner junction
These questions refer to technology changes at the Butcher Corner junction. This includes the following
scheme components:
New ‘right turn green arrow’ for traffic coming from Castlegate
Upgrade of technology to better control traffic lights and manage traffic flow
Please refer to the scheme information here if required.

5. Please indicate the extent to which you support the proposed technology changes at the
Butcher Corner junction? *
Strongly
oppose

Oppose

Neutral

Support

Strongly
support

New ‘right turn green
arrow’ for traffic coming
from Castlegate
Upgrade of technology
to better control traffic
lights and manage traffic
flow

6. Do you have any other comments on the proposed changes to the Butcher Corner junction?
(Optional) (Please do not include any personal or sensitive information here)
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5. About proposals - Infrastructure Changes
These questions refer to Infrastructure changes at the Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate
junction.
This includes the following scheme components:
Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction linking with rail level crossing
Traffic signal control added to the junction
New pedestrian crossings across Welham Road and Norton Road
Minor changes to layout e.g. changing Church Street junction to single lane
Welham Rd / Church St / Norton Rd / Castlegate junction
Norton Road to be one-way westbound to reduce traffic movements onto the level crossing
One-way system on Norton Road will free up road space to accommodate a new footpath / cycleway
towards the train station
Please refer to the scheme information here if required.

7. Please indicate the extent to which you support the proposed infrastructure changes set out
below. *
Strongly
oppose

Oppose

Neutral

Support

Strongly
support

Traffic signal control
added to Welham Rd /
Church St / Norton Rd /
Castlegate junction
(linking with rail level
crossing)
New pedestrian
crossings across
Welham Road and
Norton Road
Minor changes to layout
at Welham Rd / Church
St / Norton Rd /
Castlegate junction e.g.
changing Church Street
junction to single lane
Norton Road to be oneway westbound to
reduce traffic
movements onto the
level crossing
One-way system on
Norton Road to free up
road space to
accommodate a
footpath / cycleway
towards the train station
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8. How likely is it that theses proposed infrastructure changes would impact your journeys by the
following methods of travel? *
Much less Less likely to
More likely to Much more
likely to use
use this
No change
use this
likely to use
this method
method
method
this method

Not
applicable

Walk
Cycle

9. Do you have any comments on the proposed infrastructure changes? (optional) (please do not
include any personal or sensitive information here)
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6. More about you
10. To what extent would you agree with the following statement, from 1 (strongly disagree) to 10
(strongly agree)?"I would prioritise tackling congestion over negative impacts on air quality" *
1
(Strongly
disagree)

2

3

4

5
(Neutral)

6

7

8

9

10
(Strongly
agree)

"I would prioritise
tackling congestion
over negative impacts
on air quality"
Please tell us why (optional) (please do not include any personal or sensitive information here)

11. Which of the following best describes your relationship to the area? (select all that apply) *
Resident of Malton and Norton
Business owner in Malton and Norton
Work in Malton and Norton
None of the above
If you are completing this survey on behalf of a business / organisation, please provide details below
(please do not include any personal or sensitive information here)

12. Do you have any long-term physical impairment or illness that has an impact on your day to
day activities? We will use this information to examine attitudes towards our proposals based on
mobility issues or other impairments. This information will be used to influence our design
development, based on the types of user. *
No
Yes
Prefer not to say
If yes, please provide details: (please do not include any personal or sensitive information here)
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13. Are you...? *
Male
Female
Other
Prefer not to say
Prefer to self describe as:

14. Which age group do you belong to...? *
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85 and over
Prefer not to say

15. Please provide us with your postcode. This will be used to help us identify where respondents
are from, for reporting purposes. *

16. As the plans develop further, we would like to give you the opportunity to have a further say
on the proposals. Please leave your email address if you are willing to take part*. Please note that
this is optional. * For more information on how and why we process your personal data, please
see North Yorkshire County Council’s Privacy Notices: https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/privacynotices
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Amber Court
William Armstrong Drive
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE4 7YQ
wsp.com
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